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Abstract. Neural network models are current ly being considered for
a wide variety of important computational tasks, particularly those
involving imprecise inputs. Th is paper suggests alte rnative algorithms
for many of th ese tasks wh ich appear to have much better average performance than standard neural network mo de ls. For example, these
algorithms cou ld provide a billionfold s peed increase in a n implementation of an assoc iative memory with roughly human capacity. They
a re based on h ierarch ical data struct ures from compu tational geometry and use a more direct re presentation of in format ion t han neural
network s. As in man y neural network mode ls, t he mo d ules proposed
he re "learn" and can adapt t hemse lves t o d ifferent statist ical d iet rib ution of inputs. T hey can be ap plied to p roblems involving classification, clustering , dimension reduction and t he learnin g of nonlinear
mappings. They can be implemented efficiently on both serial an d
parallel computers, and can po tent ia lly be used in practical applicati ona ranging from speech and optica l character recogni ti on, to robot
man ipulator contro l, d ata p red ict ion, and document retreivat.'

1.

Introduction: Why not make computers more like brains?

One of t he greatest scientific ch allenges facing mankind t oday is to understand the mech a nisms of inte lligence. Success in meeting t his cha llenge will
lead not only to a greater underst an ding of biological systems but to tec hnological advances with a dramatic im pact on the quality of human life. The
current effort t o understand intelligence is integrating ideas and tech niques
from neu rophysiology, psy cho logy and computer science. Despite a large
effort to deve lop artificial intelligence over the last twenty-five years, the
only unquestionably int elligent exist ing sys tems a re the nervous systems of
certain bio logica l organisms. Wh ile there have bee n some successes, ty pical
engineered systems behave remarkably rigidly when compared wit h bi ological ones. Their ability to recognize objects or speech , to manipulate t he
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physical world and maneuver in natural terrain, to adapt gracefully to new
situations or environments, and to learn from experience is still far behind
the capabilities of even the simplest organisms.
Several authors have argued that this low level of achievement is due to
fundamental differences between the design of biological nervous systems
and present day computers [69,59,5J_ Brains appear to compute with a
large number of simple parallel units. Information appears to be stored in
a distributed fashion and many computations appear to proceed robustly
when units fail or die or even when sections of brain tissue are removed. The
computations performed in the brain appear to he less rigidly constrained
than those in typical computer programs and have heen variously termed
"heuristic" , "associative" , or "fuzzy". It has been argued that this fuzziness
might be due to the analog or stochastic nature of neurons. Memory in
brains does not appear to be separate from the computation elements.
Finally, brains are constructed so that they appear to learn naturally from
experience.
Because of these apparent differences, a new discipline is emerging which
attempts to understand brain-like computational systems. This discipline
lies on the common boundary of established disciplines and has been variously termed: "computational neuroscience", "connectionism", "parallel
distributed processing", and "neural network modelling". Recent years
have seen a number of important advances in this area. Current research
is aimed both at achieving greater biological realism in the hopes of understanding real neural systems and at developing engineering criteria for
using these techniques in the design of useful systems.
Our goal in this paper is to investigate certain engineering aspects of
these new ideas. Several companies and research laboratories are investing heavily in projects based in some way on neural networks. There are
currently a variety of neural network software products being introduced
[88,89,90,109,125], there are attempts to develop integrated circuit versions
of neural networks [611, parallel computers based on network ideas are being built [49], and one company is even selling a "neuro-computer" [51].
Given this interest, it behooves us to understand the tradeoffs between
using network approaches and more traditional approaches.
An obvious question is whether the apparent differences described above
allow neural networks to perform different computations than traditional
computers. The widespread belief in the Church-Turing thesis (which states
that physical computational devices can be no more powerful Turing machines, see p. 108 of 183]) suggests that the answer is no. Analog systems
can be simulated to arbitrary precision on digital computers. Recent developments in the understanding of randomness in deterministic systems
11391 suggest that by using appropriate pseudo-random number generators,
stochastic systems may also be arbitrarily well modelled on deterministic
digital computers. The technique of time sharing allows a serial computer
to emulate an arbitrary parallel computer. The issues of performance degradation under component failure are legitimately different in networks and
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digital machines, but the tradeoff's and rates of failure are quite different for
biological and silicon components. Much current active research is aimed
at investigating the design of fau lt to lerant computers [1411.
Much of the recent interest in computational neuroscience focuses on
a class of computational models which simulate certain aspects of neural
networks. These models demonstrate interesting capabilities which suggest
that they might form useful components in intelligent systems. In this paper
we will examine algorithms for obtaining these behaviors efficiently using
digital computers. It appears that certain aspects of the network models
are needed only to make up for the poor engineering qualities of neural
components, which are slow, of fixed connectivity, unreliable in function
and prone to damage when compared with the digital components used in
modern computers. Many of the desirable computational abilities of networks can be implemented much more efficiently by using good algorithms
than by direct simulation.
2.

Adaptive modules in brains and software

Current neural network models do not attempt to simulate entire brains.
They are perhaps best thought of as representing high-level modules from
which a brain might be constructed. In this section we classify the useful
functions performed by current networks into four categories. Later sections
will present algorithms and data structures for efficiently implementing
these functions on ordinary computers. Complete intelligent systems could
potentially be constructed by interconnecting high-level modules into a
much coarser network than a neural net.
Modules in brains. To get a sense of the required size, number and
interconnectivity of these modules for intelligent behavior, we begin by
examining biological systems. Modem neurophysiology is making rapid
progress in determining the anatomical and functional architecture of the
brain and nervous system 162]. While there is much left to understand, one
of the most fundamental features of the emerging picture is that the brain
is made up of a number of functionally different areas joined together by
ordered bundles of interconnecting fibers . A priori, one might have feared
that the brain would be hopelessly complicated and every neuron would
be randomly connected to other neurons throughout the system. In fact,
the cerebral cortex is quite structured and much progress has been made
in mapping its interconnection structure. In 1909 Brodmann decomposed
the cortex into 52 different areas based on subtle anatomical differences in
the size and density of cells, the layer structure, and the density ofaxons
innervating each region [20J. More recent work has shown that the partition
defined by Brodmann's areas corresponds well to partitions defined both by
distinct functional behavior and by the innervation of individual bundles of
interconnecting fibers. These more recent studies indicate a slightly finer
decomposition than Brodmann's but the total number of areas is estimated
to be at mos t about 200 [261.
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Much progress is being made on mapping out the int erconnection pattern of these areas. Aspects of this pattern give us a rough sense of what
might be needed in designed systems. For example, st udies of th e visual
system of the macaque monkey have identified twelve areas split into two
m ajor channels, one specialized for motion perception and one for form per-

ception [301. Each area roughly preserves t he spatial layout of the ret ina,
the interconnecti on graph of the areas has a hierarchical st ru ct ure in which
t he modules fit n aturally into six successive layers , and most areas have
inp uts an d ou tputs to on ly one or two others. V2, the area with t he larges t
number of outputs inn ervates five other areas and MT, the area with the
largest number of input s is innervated by four other areas. In [81J the New
Worl d monkey is describ ed as having te n visual areas and the macaque as
having seven somatosens ory areas, and six auditory areas. These are as all

te nd to be topographically structured . The more complex systems appe ar
to have evolved by introducing mor e cortical areas. An early an imal like
the hedgehog exh ibits quite complex beh avior but apparently has only t wo
visual and two somatosensory are as.
The type of comp utation t hat can be pe rformed in a brain is severe ly
constrained by the limitations of neurons. The total time to perform an
interesting comp utat ion such as recognizing an object is about 0.5 seconds,
whil e an indi vidual neuron is only cap able of firing in t ime intervals of
ab ou t 0.005 seconds. Therefore only about 100 layers of neurons from sensory input to motor output can be involved in such a computation 1351.
This limit , together with physiological fea tures describ ed above sugges ts
t hat int elligent computations can be performed in networks consisting of
less than 200 modules, each of which performs a function that can be accomplished within a few layers of neurons. There are probably at most 20
to 40 modules along any path from inp ut to output. Each module, while
quite restricted in depth by the speed of neurons, may be quite wide and
can perform much of its computat ion in parallel. There are est imated to
be ab out lOll neurons in the human brain, though many of t hese likely
perform redundant tasks to make up for the poor behav ior of individual
neurons. We can hop e to use these constraints on t he structure of brains
to estimate the comp ut ation required to perform the desir ed t asks .
Software engineering. One of the engineering hopes for neural network models is t he development of a new kind of "extensional" computer
programming. The idea is to build a software syste m only partially by
pr ecise specificat ion, leaving most of th e details to train ing by example.
Unfortunate ly, most current networks requ ire so much computation t hat
they do not prese nt a viable alternativ e to t rad itional programming. The
efficient mod ule implementations described in t his pape r suggest a potentially prac tical implementation of this idea. T he high level modul e funct ions
would constitute the prim itives of a network programming language. Building an adaptive system for a specific task would consis t of specifying the
typ es an d int erconnectivity of t hese high level mo dules. A simple compiler
or interpreter could const ruct t he appropriate data struct ures an d system
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code to implement t he network . The modules would then be t rai ned, eit her
individually or as a system, on the spec ific inpu ts of int erest . The resulting
system could be efficient , quick to build and modify, an d robust to changing environments. Such a system could be the answer to t he challenge in
11381's to go beyond current programming ideas. Similar approaches to
general engineering questions are discus sed in 11401.

2.1

The structure of a module

At t he coarsest level, a neural network module may be viewed as a black box
wit h an input channel an d an output channel. The output produced by t he
mo dule on each input defines t he function of t he module. Let us denote by
I a space whose po ints represent all possible inp uts and by 0 a space whose
poi nts represent all possible outputs. These spaces might be finite or infinite
collections of points and will sometimes be given extra structure such as a
topology or a coordinatizat ion by real numbers. The representation of t hese
possible inputs and outputs in terms of neuron activity or software d ata
structures will be an important issue for unders tanding how the mod ule
may be built out of real neurons in three-dim ensions or implemented on a
computer. We will discuss representations t hroughout the paper, but for
now it is preferable consid er t hese spaces ab stractly and to only imp ose as
much structure on them as is functionally necessary.
There are two aspects of th e inp ut and output spaces th at will b e critical
in all that follows. The first is t hat in most real sit uations not all inputs in I
are equally likely. We will assume that I is a measurable space and use p(x)
to denote the probab ility of the input x E I in the discrete case or a probability dens ity defined with respect to coordinates on I in the continuous
case . T he second aspect is that points in these spaces will often represent
the specification of the value of several quantities simu ltaneously. In this
case th e spaces have a natural product structure and are best thought of
as multi-dimensional. We will introduce four classes of module which d iffer
according to how the functionality is specified and to whether the output
is continuous or discrete.

2.2

Directed and undirect ed learning

The desired mapping from I to 0 t hat a module implements may be specified in two basic ways. A t rainer eit her sp ecifies t he mapping by dir ect
sp ecification or by pr esenting examples, or it is determined in som e way by
the set of inputs it receives. The first class corres ponds to dir ected learning,
th e second to undirected learning.
Directed learning. The simplest form of directed learn ing har dly
deserves to be called lear ning at all . It uses a d irect spe cificat ion of the
mapping to descr ibe a module's structure. This specificat ion may take the
form of a table of out put values for each input, or may be an algorithm for
converting an input to an output. T his method of specification is an alogous
to the genetically specified portions of nervous syste ms. This pr obably
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includes virtually t he entire nervous system of lower animals and includes
at leas t the reflex loops in higher animals. This is the metho d by which
computer programs are specified to day .
Directed learning may also be based on presentation of examples. A
module obtains the greatest amount information when it is allowed to ask
for the output corresponding to an input which it specifies. More usually,
it is presented with a given sequence of inputs taken from I according to
the probability distribution p. In. this case, the greatest information results
if a teacher specifies the desired output in 0 corresponding to each of these
inp uts. Alternatively, the teacher may only indicate how far and possibly
in what direction the current output differs from t he desired output, or
even merely whether the currently pro duced output is correct or incorrect.
Many of t he interesting recent learning algorit hms for neur al networks, such
as back prop agati on 1113], are bas ed on trained learning in which a teacher
presents the desired respo nse for a variety of inputs.
Undirected learning. Undirected learning produces a mapping whose
structure is determined by the set of inputs that a module receives. If the
inputs are randomly distributed according to the probability distribution
p and the exact order of t he inp uts is not re levant, t hen t he des ired structure of the mapping sho uld depend only on p. Such a module looks for
regularities and attempts to enhance t hem. Mode ls of "self-organization"
in network systems are often of this type.
2.3

The four basic typ es of m o d ule behavior

Continuous vs. d iscrete . Whether the input space I an d the output
space 0 are d iscrete or cont inuo us often has a big effect on t he function of
a module a nd on t he algorithms wh ich impl ement it . Digital systems are
of course on ly ab le to represent a discret e set of values but ther e is often
st ill a no tion of "neighboring" valu es. A st rictly discret e space consists of
ind ep endent points wh ich have no relationship to each other. An exa mp le of such a sp ace might consist of a set of exclusive categories without
a no t ion of dist an ce between them. T he points of a strictly continuous
space h ave n eighborhood relationships wh ich are locally well modelled by
E uclidean space. A typical example might b e the space whose p oints consists of configurations of a robot arm . Nearby points correspond to nearby
configurations. Such a space must be mode lled on a machine using only a
finite number of points, but it is endowed with a metric which specifies the
distance between points. Most situations are intermediate between these
two extremes.
For completely specified mappings in which the exact input to output
correspondence is given, any relationship between points is funct ionally irre levant. Even in this case, introducing an appropriate relationship will
sometimes enable us to compress the description t he mapping. More generally, a neighborhood relationshi p on the inp ut space I allows a module
to generalize beyond specified examples. We will int ro du ce mod ules which
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categorize an arbitrary input with the nearest input that it has previously
seen. Inputs which are nearby are expected to have nearby causes and
should elicit nearby responses in the absence of information to the contrary.
Our systems need to be insensitive to small errors in their inputs and so
all of our modules will be assumed to have some kind of neighborhood relations defined on t heir input spaces. On the other hand, a module's behavior
is qu ite d ifferent depending on whether it produces a fixed set of outputs
or interpolates between stored outp uts. We will divide t he behavior of the
mo du les we wish to st udy into four categories according to whether t heir
ou tp uts are cont inuous or discrete and whe t her t he ir fun ction is spec ified
by direc ted or und irected learning:
1. Directed lear ning modules with discrete output implement the functions of associative memory an d classificat ion.

2. Directed learning modules with continuous output implement the
evaluation of smooth nonlinear mappings.
3. Undirected learnin g modules with discrete output imp lement the tasks
of category formation and clustering of inputs.
4. Undirected learning modules wit h continuous output implement dimens ion redu ction , self-organization, and probability equalization.
These four types of behav ior are representative of t he useful behaviors
observed in neural network models, as we shall d iscuss in the next few
sections.

2.4

E xam ple n eural n etwork b ehaviors

A wide vari ety of network mode ls have been proposed and implemented .
Reference 1114J gives a comm on framewo rk for describing many of these
models. This reference identifies eight aspects of a neural network model:
a set of processing units, a state of activation, an output function for each
unit, a pattern of connectivity among units, a propagation rule for propagating activities throughout the network, an activation rule for combining
inputs acting on a given unit to produce its new level of activation, a
learning rule for changing the propagation ru le with experience, and an
environment within which the system operates. In this section we will examine a sampling of t he p roposed models in terms of the four behavio ral
categories int roduced above.
Adeline. One of the first neuron-like models was described in 11361
and falls into the directed continuous class. The output of an "Adaptive
Linear E lement'" or Adeline, was a weighted sum of its inp uts. A set of
input / output pairs were repeatedly present ed an d th e weight s were incrementally modi fied to push t he act ua l ou t put closer to t he desi red output.
A network of such units imp lemented a linear mapping between the input
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space and the ou tput space. When the specified inputs were linearly independent, it was proven t hat the weights converged to val ues that produced
the desired outputs. These units were applied to the design of communication systems such as adaptive antennas. The function performed is to learn
a linear mapping from input to output given a set of input/output pairs.
Perceptron . T he perceptron described in 11121 is perhaps t he most
famous of t he early models. It falls into the directed discrete class. It consisted of a sensory layer of units whose outputs were combined in a fixed
way by units in an association layer and then linearly combined with variab le weights and fed to a layer of response elements which used a threshold
to give a binary response. T he perceptron h ad only a finite number of outputs and was trained to categorize each inp ut into one of these categories.
When the desired input categories were separable by hyperplanes in the
input space, it was proven that the weights converged to correct values.
T he function performed is to learn to classify inputs into categories.
Learning matrix. An early system which exhibited undirected learning was the "learning matrix" 1124,1231. This system was meant to simulate
classical conditioning in an imals. It had two sets of input lines which were
int erconnected as a complete crossbar , with an adaptive element joining
each pair of lines. Initially the system was res t r icted to binary inp uts and
outputs and would be in the und irected discrete category. Correlations between the two signals joined by an adaptive eleme nt caused it to decrease
its res istance. If on ly one of the two inputs was presented, the system would
produce at its output the his torically most high ly correlated other input.
By allowing the inp uts and outputs to be continuous, we get a system in
the undirected continuous category which was studied in 1641. Many of
the more recent proposals for associative memory including the so-called
"ho lographic" memories are quite sim ilar to this [137].
Competitive learning. 11161 discusses a class of models which are of
the un directed discrete type. The basic idea of "competitive learning" is
t hat a set of M units each listen to the input. The unit which responds
most strongly to a given input inhibits all the others. Only this unit has its
weights changed to make it respond even more strongly the input. The resultant network tends to distribute the response of the M units evenly over
the high-probability portion of the input space. The competitive aspect
keeps the units from clumping at the highest probability input. If there is
a h igh probability region that is not well represented by a unit, then every
time the network receives an input in that region, the nearest unit will b e
pulled even nearer. If the input points are highly structured, then units'
responses tend to correspond to clusters in the set of input samples. The
function performed is to detect regularities in the input distribution and to
categorize further inputs according to them.
Self-organizing feature maps. A similar type of network ca n implement interesting undirected continuous behavior . In chapter five of 1651
and the references therein, and more recently in {lI D], a model is studied
which learns to adapt its input/output mapping to the statistics of the in-
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put distribution while preserving topography. T he so-called self-organizing
feature maps consist of a collection of units each of which is assigned a set
of neighboring units. An approp ria t e choice of neighb ors imposes a topology on the set of units. A common choice gives t he units the neighborhood
relations of a two-d imensional grid. All units rece ive the same inputs and ,
as in competitive learning, the unit which responds most strongly to a given
input has its weights changed in a direction to even further increase its response. The new ingredient in these models is that the strongest element's
neighbors also have their weights modified. As in competitive learning, the
units want to spread themselves out over the high probability regions of the
input space, but in these systems they also want to respond well to inputs
near those that their neighbors respond well to.
Simulations described in the references illustrate several useful behaviors . A convenient way to picture the network's response is to map each unit
to the input point to which it responds most strongly. When the units are
structured as a two-dimensional gr id and the inputs are drawn uniformly
from a two dimensional region such as a triangle, the image of the grid under this mapping is distorted so as to uniformly represent the region. When
the input probability varies over the input space, the density of grid points
becomes proportional to the probability density. When the output space
has a lower dimension than the high probability region of the input space,
it maps into it in a convoluted way reminiscent of a Peano curve. When the
extra dimensions are small in extent, the output grid forms periodic stripes
which oscillate in the extra dimensions. In an experiment in which the inputs were clustered into thirty-two clumps in a five dimensional space and
the output grid was two-dimensional, the clumps were represented in t he
two dimensional space in a way t hat preserved many of their neighborhoo d
relations [65]. Clumps joined by links in the five-dimensional Euclidean
minimal spanning tree (disc ussed in section 6) were represented by neig hboring units in the output grid. The functions perfo rmed are undirected
learning of nonlinear mappings t hat perform probability equalization when
the input and output spaces are the same dimension, and dimension reduction whil e preserving important neighborhood relations when the output
dimension is smaller than t he input dimension.
Control problems . In 18] a computer system is described which learns
tv balance a po le on its end. Much as in the modules described in section
5, this system cuts the input space into distinct regions and learns the
appropriate control response in each region. The decomposition in this
system is fixed, howeve r, and not determine d during t he lear n ing procedure.
The behavior of these modules is t hat t hey lear n to evaluate a nonlinear
mapping from an input describing the current state of the po le to an output
which desc ribes t he appropriate response. Reference [8J a lso makes an
argument for building network systems out of modules whic h are more
complex than typical neuron units.
Neocognitron. In [44] a neural network model is used to do pattern
recognition. An earlier version was undirected, but this reference describes
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a system which is directed and discrete. There are 14,529 units organized
into 9 layers . Each uni t has a few hun dr ed synapses, so t he whole system has a few million. Individual layers were given hand-tuned training
patterns to learn and the system appears to do a credible job of distinguishing handwritten versions of the ten arabic numerals. The behavior of
this system is that it can be trained to categorize patterns.
Optimization problems. References {60,59J describe a class of neural
networks with symmetric weights [i.e, t he strength of the connection from
i to j equals that from j to i). They show that the state space of the
resulting dynamical system has a Lyapunov fu nction (Le. one whose va lue
is nonincreasing in time) which t hey call an energy function. All orbits in
such systems must approach limit poi nts and there cannot be any periodic
orbits. A computation is performed by presenting the inputs and waiting for
the system to settle down to a fixed point. To solve optimization prob lems
such as the travelling salesman problem, the authors construct the energy
function to have a global minimum at t he optimal legal solution. The
system is started at a random state and it is hoped that it settles down to
a fixed point which is near the global minimum. To encode t he travelling
sa lesman problem with n cities, n 2 totally interconnected neurons are used .
Back propagation. In [85]. perceptrons were shown to be quite limited
in the functions that they could compute. These limitations stem from
the fact that perceptrons have only a single layer of modifiable weights.
Much of the recent resurgence of interest in networks has come from the
discovery of "back propagation," a weight modification rule that applies
to multi-layer networks 1113]. The setting is the same as for perceptrons
in that input/output pairs are presented and t he network is supposed to
learn to produce the des ired output when presented with a given input.
When the system produces the wrong output, the learning ru le simply
changes each weight in the direction which makes the size of the error
decrease as quickly as possible. The components of this steepest descent
direction in weight space are computed by using the chain rule to compute
the partial derivatives of t he error function with respect to each weight.
The implementation of this weight change requires propagating an error
signal backward through the network, changing weights that had a large
effect on the output more t han those that did not .
Reference [113] describes a two un it system with five weights which was
trained to learn the two-input "exclusive or" funct ion. It typically took
about 558 presentations of each of the four possible inputs but occasionally
got stuck in an incorrect local error minima after many (in one instance
6,587) presentations of each inpu t. Another two inp ut system had four
outputs and was supposed to have an output on t he line indicated in binary
on the input. A nin e unit network with twenty-two weights took 5,226
presentations of each input pattern to learn the correct outputs. Networks
which learn using back-propagation are of t he trained discrete category and
seem to be useful because they appear to genera lize in a nat ural way on
real world examples.
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An important example of a back propagation system is

described in [1201. T his system learns to map strings of seven successi ve

characte rs in English text into the pho neme t hat sho uld be pronounced at
the middle letter. The system has 309 units an d 18,629 weights. It reached
n inety per cent acc uracy on a sample of 1,024 words after about 30,000
word pr esent at ions . A network wit h 10,000 weights took 0.5 seconds to
process each letter on a VAX 11/780 with a floating point ac celerat or .

2.5

T h e amount of computation required by n eural networks

In this section we discuss the amount of computation required to implement simulations of neural networks on current serial computers. Section
9 compares t hese performance estimates with the perfo rmance of th e algorithmic modules described in later sections, in both serial an d parallel
implement at ions.
Geometric analy sis. To underst an d how the computat ion performed
by a neural ne twork might be done mor e efficiently, we will begin wit h a
geometric analysis of Boolean networks. Cons ider networks made up of
units which form a linear combination of their inputs and produce a one or
a zero dep ending on whether t he sum exceeds a threshold. A full network
is a collectio n of these units with k real-valued inputs and some numb er
of boolean outputs. Let us assume that the network has a layer of input
units which each receive some subset of the k input valu es and that to t hese
are connected a network of other units forming an acyclic graph [i.e. t he
network is a purely feedforward system) .
Let us focus on a single output. The set of weights and the structure
of t he network leadi ng up to t his output unit define a particular computatio n which assigns a one to some inputs and a zero to ot hers . With th e
inputs taken to be real numbers in a sp ecified range, it is natural to form a
geometric pict ure of this computation. The k input valu es tog ether define
a point in the k-dimensional input space I . The output space 0 has only
the two points one and zero. The network may be thought of as defining
t he subset S of I which consists of those inputs which cause the unit under
consideration to produce an output of one. The function performed by t he
network is to determine whether a given input is in S or not. The subset
S changes as we alter t he values of the weights in th e network.
To un derst an d the structure of the subset S , consider the comp utation
perfo rmed by a single unit . Letting Wi represent t he weight on the ith
inp ut and T represent t he threshold, the set S consists of all poi nts whose
coordinates Xi in t he input space satisfy:

l:W,x, > T.

(2.1)

This inequality is satisfied by a reg ion of input space which is bounded by
the hyperplane:
(2.2)
l:W,x, =T.
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(A hyperplane in an N-dimensional vector space is a linear subset of dimension N - 1. Such a hyperplane divides the embedding space into two
distinct regions.) As we vary the weights W; and the threshold T, this
hyperplane moves about the input space.
Each of the units in the input layer of the network similarly defines such
a hyperplane in the input space. The entire netv.. .ork beyond the layer of
input units can only perform a Boolean computation on the outputs of the
input layer . It receives boolean values from the input layer and it produces
a single output which is either zero or one. While this Boolean function
may be quite intricate, all of the interesting geometric structure is defined
by the first layer of units. The collection of poss ible sets S cons ists of all
combinations of unions and intersections of the half spaces defined by the
input units. We may imagine the input space as being cleaved by the input
unit hyperplanes. After all cuts have been made, the resulting polyhedral
pieces are the components from which we make the set S . The different
Boolean functions that may be performed by later units correspond to
including and excluding different pieces in the set S. The network has the
representational capacity to distinguish inputs only up to the granularity
of the pieces defined by the hyperplane decomposition.
An important class of computations classifies inputs into one of several
categories. The different output units could represent membership in the
different categories. In a learning session, the hyperplanes would be moved
around so as to better represent the desired categories. We can now begin
to understand the inefficiency in performing this computation using a direct
network simulation. The input is processed by every input neuron in every
computation, which geometrically amounts to comparing the input point
with each hyperplane to determine on which side it lies. Once each comparison is made, the collection of answers is used to determine membership
in the set S.
Usually, many of these comparisons will be superfluous. For example,
consider the case where the input space is two-dimensional and there are
two vertical hyperplanes (which are just lines in two dimensions) . Knowing
that an input point lies to the left of the lefthand hyperplane immediately
implies that it is to the left of the righthand hyperplane and there is no
need to do a second comparison. In computer science, such situations as
this often yield to the technique of recursive decomposition. Every time
a piece of information is determined about the input, it is used to prune
away unnecessary further computations. The total amount of computation required for a given answer can be far less than that required by a
brute force approach which performs the same computation on every input
presentation.
Capacity of HopfieJd nets. Reference [581 presents a neural network
which stores associative memories by arranging the dynamics so that memories correspond to attractors. With N totally interconnected neurons, it
was found that O.15N memories could be stored before "error in recall is severe." This storage capacity has been confirmed in studies which examined
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the asymptotic capacity as both N and the size of the netwo rk approach
infinity [41.
Capacity of lea rning matrices. Reference [771 analyses the number
of units needed in single layer learning matrices. If r associations are to be
stored, each with an average of m; of its input bits equal to one and rna of
its output bits equal to one, then the number of units must be greater than
or equal to 1.45rm,:mo There must be at least 1.45mimo times as many
units as there are sto red memories. Any direct serial implementation of
this scheme will require an amount of storage and take a time to retrieve
a single memory which are both a substantial multiple of the number of
o

memories stored.
Computation time. To simulate a totally connected neural network
with n neurons, we must do n 2 multiplications and additions to form the linear comb ination of the inputs . These n sums must then be passed through

the nonlinearity. The an alyses in [77,58,41 and elsewh ere suggest t hat at
least O(n) neurons are needed to store O(n) memories, yielding O(n') computation time and storag e space. In later sect ions , we present a variety of
algorithms which use O(n) space, have a search t ime of O (log, n), and yet
implement neural-like behaviors from each of the four categories defined
above.
Lea rnin g time. Reference [128] studies how the required number of
presentations scales with the total number of memories in networks which
learn by back-propagation. The study exam ines learning of a partic ular
function and so should provide a lower bound on the t ime to learn an
arbit rary se t of memories. As discussed above, a network has a max imal
memory capacity beyond which the learning time is infinite. Before that
limit is reached, however, the number of presentations required for learning
appears to sca le as the 4/3 power of the number of memories to be stored
over a wide range. It would be of great interest to study this kind of sca ling
relat ionship for other types of netwo rks and learning algorithms .
Millio n memory goal. It is of interest to est imat e the memory capacity needed to achieve human-like performance on tasks of interest. To get a
sense for the absolute upper boun ds, we may consider the total amount of
information input to the nervous system during a lifetim e. In thirty years
of life, there are roughly a billion seconds . There are roughly 101 afferent
fibers send ing input to the brain. Each of these has a dat a bandwidth of
roughly 100 bits per second. The entire sensory input over the course of a
lifetime is therefore about 1018 bits . IT a person stores a memory every 10
seconds, t hen during waking hours there is only t ime for roughly fifty million memories by adulthood. The tot al amount that a person could write,
if they wro te full t ime during their whole life is ab out a gigabyte (109 ) .
The most that th ey could read is about a terabyte (1012 ) and t he most that
they cou ld see in high resolution color video is about a pe tabyte (10 15 ) .
A number of indicators suggest that the actual number of entries that
must be stored for human-like performance on various tasks is of the order
of a million. There are about 350,000 words in large English dict ionaries,
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but typical indiv iduals know only about 50,000 of t hem and only abo ut
10,000 are used in everyday speech and writing . The probability distribution of these words is very closely approximated by Zipf's law which fOT the
first 8,000 English words says that the nth most common word has probability approximately equal to D.I /n. The number of objects a person can
identify with a name or short phrase is therefore probably less than a million. A good player in the game of "twenty-questions" can usually identify
an arbitrary object and an optimal set of questions can only distinguish
220 ~ 106 objects. It also appears reasonable to estimate that a person

learns less than an average of 100 new things per day du ring the 10,000
days into adulthood. Many of the parallel nerve bundles which communicate information from one area of the brain to another, such as the optic
nerve, have on the order of a milli on fibers . These est imates suggest that
we should be considering modules with a storage capacity of approximate ly
one million items. Sect ion 9 makes performance comparisons based on th is
million memory goal.

3.

Tools for module construction and analysis

We will use a variety of powerful algorithmic tools to build efficient software
versions of the modules described in the last section. Much of the theoretical work in computer science has focused on obtaining good worst case
bounds in the asymptotic limit as the size of problems gets arbitrarily large.
Unfortunately, somewhat arcane data structures with large numbers of intricate components are often required to deal with worst case situations.
These sit uations are often extremely rare in practice and the intricacy of
the data st ructures makes them difficult to implement and inefficient for
realistic problem sizes. We will be concerned with simple data structures
that have good average case performance with respect to the probability
distributi on p on the input space .
The first part of this section presents data structures for representing one-dimensional data. The second part extends these to the multidimensional setting. The third part presents some statistical ideas that are
useful in analyzing the average behavior of these structures and in adapt ing
structures to the underlying probability distribution. Finally, the last part
discusses algorithms for building and maintaining these st ructures.
The data structures we are concerned with will be used to store labelled
data in a way that allows it to be efficiently accessed by using various
properties of its label. In database literature the label is called a key. We
will denote the space of possible labels by I as above, and will also refer to
it as the embedding space or the key space. We will denote the size of this
space by III and will use N to denote the number of entries which are to be
stored . We will sometimes assume that the keys are selected according to
the probability distribution p defined on I. T hroughout the study of data
structures, there is a basic tradeoff between building a structure by using
properties of the embedd ing space I or by using propert ies of the actual
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data t o be store d .
A key aspect of modern d igit al computers is the memory syste m which
consists of a large n umber of st or age lo cat ions that may be accessed by
a numerical lab el ca lled t he address . An address decoder in the memory
converts t he numer ical address into a signal at t he corresp ond ing storage
loca t ion and t he content of t he memory at t hat location is placed onto a
data bus whe re it is accessibl e to the res t of the sys tem. This ope ration is a
very p owerful one and is not dir ectl y availab le in a neura l network, t hough
sever al researchers are work ing to build networks with this fu nctionality,
In modern software systems, a single conceptual entity is often represen ted by several adjacent m emory locat ions . These locations ho ld the
different compo ne nts of t he entity and the entity as a wh ole may be assigned
the address of its first comp onent . Components may contain t he numerical
address of ot her entities and in this way data str uct ures composed of many
en tities may be constructed . Such addresses ar e call ed poin ters. A common
way to a llow an arbit rary numb er of ent it ies to be accessible from a single
address is to form t hem into a linked Jist. One comp one nt of each entity is
a point er to t he next entity in t he list and the pointer in the last ent ry in
the list contains a spec ial valu e call ed "null" (which is ofte n taken to be 0).
The enti ti es com posing all of the dat a structures we use here will represent subsets of the input space I. Different data st ru ct ur es will decompose
I into subsets in differ ent ways and will link these sub sets t ogether int o
differ ent structures. The gene ral goa l will b e to build structures that ad apt
themselves to the under lying probability distribution so as to suppo rt fast
access wit h small st ructures.

3.1

Arrays, h ashing, tries, and t rees

Arrays. The high level abstraction of t he baslc capability of comput er
memory to access addressed elements is the array data structure. Each
integer in a fixed range is associated with a piece of data. An J
I I entry
array A requires III storage locations and allows access t o an ar b it rary
element in fixed time. The idea of t he array data st ructure app ear s in t he
very earliest works on computers [45J.
Let us begin by examining the problem of storing da ta elements whose
keys are dr awn from a one-dimens iona l space I . We will assume that I
consists of the inte ger keys in the range [0.111). If the number of data items
N is equ al to the size of the key space III. and the data is lab elled by the
N integers from 0 to N -1, the n one could not hope for a better st ructure
than t he array. To re ad or alt er the da t a associated wit h t he key i , we
dir ectly access array location i denoted by Alii in constant time.
T he need for more sophistica ted structures arises wh en t he number of
actual dat a elements to be st ored is much smaller t han t he number of
possibl e elements III. In t h is case, using one memory locati on for each
possib le key is was teful of space . The basi c idea of t he mo re sop histicated
d at a structures is to let differen t locations in the structure represent subse ts
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Figure 1: One-dimen sional data structur es: (a) array of buckets; (b)
two-level ar rey ; (e) 4-ary trie; (d) binary tri e; (e) binary tree; (e) bin
merging. Nodes in these structures correspond to nested subsets of
the interval.
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of the key space I rather than individua l entries. Such locations will often
also store pointers to locations rep resenting smaller subsets. The search
procedure for a point traverses these pointers to access locations in the data
structure representing smaller and smaller subsets of I whose entries satisfy
a desired key property. When the reached subset of I is small enough, the
few data entries in that subset may be directly examined.
Arrays of buckets. As a first data structure of this type. we consider
arrays whose entries correspond to subintervals of I rather than points
(Figure 1a). For example, instead of letting j run from 0 to III - 1 and
using the array entry A[k] to rep resent the sing le key i, we let the array
index run from 0 to M - 1, and let the jth entry represent the subse t of
keys in the range:

(3.1)
([.) means the int erval including its left endpoint. but excluding its righ t ,
and 1 means smallest integer larger than or equal to z.] Array locations
must now sometimes hold multiple elements, and so we will refer to them
as buckets or bins . The multiple elements in a bucket are typically stored
as a linked list.
H the number of elements stored in each array location is small, we get
almost the same efficiency of access as in a complete array but potentially
with many fewer array locations. If we choose M = N, there are as many
buckets as data elements. T he ideal situation would then occur if t he
data elements were even ly spaced in I. T here would then be one element
pe r bucket. giving fast access, and yet only as many array locati ons as
data elements. In the worst sit uation, all elemen ts wou ld end up in a
single bucket . If the elements are drawn from a unifor m distribution, then
t he behavior approximates th e ideal situation on average. The number of
elements in a bu cket is descr ibed by the bin omial probability dist ribution

r'"

N!

.

N'

P(j) = "(N _ .),1"(1- p) - ' ,
J.

J .

(3.2)

where p = 11M is the probability of, a single entry falling into a given
bucket. On average. a bucket will contain N IM elements, which is 1 if
M =N.

More sophisticated structures may be thought of as attempts to achieve
this ideal average behavior even when the input distribution is non-uniform.
The problem with cutting I uniformly into bins is that bins in regions where
p is large will have too many data elements, while buckets in regions where
p is small will have too few.
Hashing. A classical method of handling this problem is hashing in
which a key is first sent through a randomizing hashing function (such
as i >-+ o.j mod M) before being assigned to a bucket. If the hashing
mapping is sufficiently mixing, it will take an arbitrary smooth probability
distribution into an approximately uniform one which has good binning
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behavior. Unfortunate ly, hashing works by destroying the neighbo rhood
relations of the space which will be of great importance to us. The subsets
of I corresponding to individual bins are ext remely fragmented sets with
pieces taken uniform ly from t he whole range of I.
Two-Iev el arrays. An approach which preserves the neighbo rhood
relat ions of the data partitions the space so that the bins are sma ller in
regio ns where p is large and larger where p is small. Most standard probabi lity dist ributions vary rather slowly and have only a few peaks in the
space 1. In this case, a two level binning process can be used to fit the
data well. As above , we sp lit the space I evenly into M buckets, though
now M need on ly be large enough to capt ure the scale of large variation
of p (say ten buckets). We furthe r uniform ly divide each bucket b into M.
intervals instead of putting t he data elements directly into them. M. is
chosen so that buckets with a larger number of elements are subdivided
into more sub-buckets, while buckets wit h only a few elements may not be
subdivided at all (figure Ib). The first level buckets store the value M.
and a pointer to the array of its sub-bu ckets. To access an element, we use
the quotient of its key and 1
1I /M to determine which first level bucket it
lies in. The remainder, along with the stored value of Mil for that bucket,
determ ines the location of the second level bucket. The access time (two
steps) is almost as fast as for an array with a uniform distribution and for
smooth enough p we can keep the bucket occupancy at 1 on average while
using only abou t as many buckets as there are data elements .
Tries . To adapt the bucket structure to the input distribut ion even
more finely, we can consider st ructures with more than two levels. An mway tde is a structu re which decomposes each bucket into m pieces or not
at all dep ending on how many points t here are in t he bucket (figur e Ie ).
Densely populated regions may have several levels of splitt ing, whereas
sparse regions may not be split beyond th e first level. A bucket t hat is
further decomposed contains a point er to the array of buckets at the next
level. To sea rch for a point, th e quotient of its key and 11IIm is used to
dete rmine which bucket it lies in and the remainder is used for further
compu tations if any. If th e bucket is not further decomposed, the desired
po int will be stored in it dir ectly (typically in a linked list) . Ot herwise t he
remainder is used to determine the bucket at the next level to look in, and
so on.
A particularly important str ucture is the 2-way or bjnary trie [39] (figure
I d] . Each node is sp lit into eit her two halves (accesse d through left and
right po inters) or not at all. At the i th level, the choice whether to go left
or right is determined by t he ith bit of the key exp ressed in binary. In
a trie all buckets at the ith level have the same size and the adaptation
to the distrib ution p occurs only in the choice as to whether a bucket is
further decomposed or not . One property of this structure is that the path
th rough the structure is determined only by the ad dress of a key and not
by which oth er elements are stored. A variant called the Patricia structure
replaces paths from the root which do not branch by single pointers and is
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very effective for storing long strings [861.
Trees. If we further allow a region to be decomposed into different sized
regions, we get a data structure known as a tree (figure Ie) . Particularly
important is the binary tree, in which each region is decomposed into two
pieces or not at all. To specify the place at which a region is cut, we store
a discrimination value with each node. The top level of the tree is called
the root and represents the entire space I. To search for a piece of data, we
begin by comparing its key with the root's discr imination value to determine
whether to proceed to its left or right child. For a given number of nodes,
a tree can adapt itself more finely to an input distribution than can the
structures which use address computation . Regions are often decomposed
until there is only one entry in each leaf bucket. If at each stage we cut
a bucket so that half its entries are assigned to the left child and ha lf to
the right, then the depth of the tree will be [Jog, Nl. Such a tree is said
to be perfectly balanced. Research on data structures has discovered many
techniques for dynamically keeping a binary tree approximately balanced
under insertion and deletion. A review of these structures may be found in
[80]. With randomly chosen elements, ba lance is maintained automatically
on average.
Bin merging. Trees adapt well to the structure of the data, but because retrieval requires a sequence of comparisons along the path from the
root to the desired leaf, they are often slower to use than structures which
require only a computations on the key. In some situations the number of
buckets is fixed or we would like each bucket to contain at least some minimum number of elements. This situation arises both in parallel computing
when a buckets are assigned to processors and in disk based systems when
buckets are assigned to disk blocks . A useful approach for this situation
which we call "bin merging" , uses a finely partitioned array to decompose
I for fast access, but allows many contiguous entries in the array to have
pointers to the same bucket (figure 1£). The subset corresponding to a
bucket may then be tuned to the resolution of the array, but the number
of buckets can be as small as desired. In this way we get some of the best
features of both trees and arrays. This structure is useful in the imp lementation of the grid file structures described in section 3.2. It is also the key
to "extendible hashing" [31], a dynamic storage scheme which guarantees
data retrieval in only two disk accesses and is therefore competitive with
B-trees, a balanced tree scheme which is the current standard.
We have discussed two basic approaches to forming the state space decomposition given a collection of states. In the first approach, illustrated
by arrays, hashing, and tries, the structure of the pieces is determined by
properties of the state space and the data to be represented merely determines which pieces appear in the decomposition. In the other approach,
illustrated by trees, even the shape of the pieces which make up the decomposition of state space is determined by the stored data. The first
approach often allows for very fast retrieval, more regular decompositions,
and simple dynamic behavior. The second approach is more adapted to
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the data, leading to fewer nodes and better manipulation characteristics.
Traditionally, trees have been the preferred data structure, but [92J argues
that they may soon be overshadowed by the other class .
3.2

Multi-dimensional data structures

In this section we describe generalizations of these basic one-dimensional
structures to handle multi-dimensional data. Many of these generalizations
arose in the solution of problems in the field of computational geometry.
This young discipline seeks to design efficient algorithms for solving geometric problems and has seen explosive growth in the last ten years 1105J.
One critical aspect of this growth has been the development of data structures and algorithms capable of dea ling efficiently with entities naturally
described in spaces with dimensions larger than one. To date, most of this
work has focused on algorithms with good worst case behavior. These tend
to be based on intricate data structures which typically only work well
on two-dimensional problems. Some progress has been made, however, on
higher dimensional structures with good average case behavior when the
inputs are reasonably distributed. These structures not only have excellent average behavior , but are extremely simple and efficient to implement.
They will be used to implement the adaptive modules described in later
sections.
Grids. The most natural multi-dimensional generalization of the array
of buckets is a multi-dimensional array of buckets. IT I is a k-dimensional
space, we may store its points in a k-dimensional array which we shall call
a grid (figure 2a). We uniformly partition each dimension exactly as we
did in the one-dimensional case, except that different dimensions can be
cut into a different number of pieces. To access a point, we apply the onedimensional computation to each coordinate to determine the k indices of
the bucket that it falls into. The buckets in this case correspond to hyperrectangular regions in I of a uniform size and shape which are aligned with
the coordinate axes . As in the one-dimensional case, this structure is ideal
for uniformly distributed data. If there are N data points and N grid
buckets, there will be an average of one data point per grid bucket. In
this case the grid requires only as many storage locations as there are data
points and entries may be accessed in constant time (or time O(k) if one
allows the dimension to grow asymptotically) . As in the one-dimensional
case , the more sophisticated structures are needed to achieve this ideal
behavior for non-uniform probability distributions.
Adaptive grids. We will refer to the next class of structures as adaptive grids 193,50,1071 . As in ordinary grids, the data points are stored
in a k-dimensional array. Here, though , the sizes of the one-dimensional
buckets which partition each axis are chosen to produce a finer decomposition in high-probability portions of the space (figure 2b). We may use
any of the structures described in the last part to decompose each coordinate axis into buckets. The adaptive grid itself is a k-d imensional array, in
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Figure 2: Multi-dimensional data structures: (a) grid ; (b) adaptive
grid; (e) quad t rie; (d) k-d trie; (e) k-d tree. Shown is the partition
of a two dimensional region by the lowest level buckets of each kind
of structure.
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which each dimensio n has an index t hat ru ns from zero to one less t han t he
number of final buckets in t he corresp onding one-dimensional struct ure.
To access a point, each of its coor dinat es is sent t hrough the appropriate one- dime nsional struct ure and is assigned the index of t he fina l buc ket
reached there. T hese k intege r indices are used to access the array locat ion
repr esenting t he bucket wh ich contains the p oint. The buc kets here are
hyp er-rectangul ar I but their shape an d size varies over t he input space I.
T he bin me rging technique is useful here becaus e the numb er of final bu cket s in t he one-dimensiona l st ruct ures has a dramatic effect on the numb er
of bu cket s in the resulting adapt ive grid.
Adapt ive gri ds have fast access t imes, are easy to implement , are fairly
easy to alter dynam ically, an d can adapt well to distributio ns that vary
gradually over the input space. Unfortunately, they can require many more
buckets than necessary when represen ting distributions with a complicated
local structure. T he basic problem is that part itioning one of the oned imensional buckets has a global effect on t he grid, causing the parti t ioning
of all t he buckets which intersect t he hype rplane orthogo na l to the par titioned dimens ion. This effect is especially bad when I is high dim ensional.
Later st ru ct ures will respond more locally and therefore more gracefully to
features in the probability distribution.
There is a very useful technique which we call p artial s ummation which
is applicable to both adapt ive and ord inary grids and which is particularl y
effect ive in two and t hree d imensions. T his techn ique is similar to one
used for range cou nting in computationa l geometry (see page 37 of reference [105]) but it ap pears to be much more useful in the current context.
We often wish to make a mult i-scale study of th e distribution of a quant ity f which has a value in each grid bucket. T he t echnique allows us to
obt ain th e total am ount of f contained in an arbitrar y hyper- rectan gle in
constant time. It begins with a pr eprocessing pass through the grid along
each dim ension in which th e partial sums of f are accumulated along each
dimension. For example, in two dimensions the horizontal pass forms the
array whose (i,j)th ent ry is
;

L f(i , k )

(3.3)

1:=0

and t hen t he ver tical pass forms th e array P with (i , j) t h entry
j

P (i, j ) =

i

LL

f (/,k).

(3.4)

1= 01: = 0

Regardless of how larg e the grid is, we may now find th e sum of f taken over
an ar bitrary hyper-rectan gular collection of buckets in con stant time. In
two dimensions , t he sum over th e rect angul ar region wit h diagonal corners
(i" j.) an d (i"j, ) is

P( i"j,) - P(i"j,)

+ P( i"j.) - P(i"j,).

(3.5)
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Because this takes only four additions, we may treat obtaining the total
amount of a quantity in an arbitrary rectangle as a primitive operation.
A similar idea is used in [95] to efficiently find scale-independent peaks in
histograms. We have used the technique successfully on images to provide
very fast scale-independent segmentation and analysis. In this capacity, the
technique forms the basis for a fast optical character reader [97].
Multi-level grids. There are two natural generalizations of the onedimensional trie structure. The first is a multi-level grid. The top level
grid coarsely partitions I into equal sized even ly spaced hyper-rectangles.
Those top-level buckets which contain a large amount of probability are
again uniformly partitioned by a grid. This partitioning continues until
each leaf bucket has few enough points. As in the one-dimensional case,
the most important of these decompositions simply splits each dimension
in half. In one dimension this provides each decomposed bucket with two
children and the structure was called a binary trie. In k-dimensions, each
split bucket will have 2 k children. We may decompose an image or other
two-dimensional space by using a quad-tree [117,37] which is more properly
called a quad-trie (figure 2c). This is a tree whose internal nodes have four
children corresponding to the four quadrants of the square represented by
the parent. Similarly, three-dimensional space may be decomposed using
an oct-tree [33] . This is a tree whose internal nodes have eight nodes representing the eight octants of the cube represented by the parent. In higher
dimensions this kind of structure tends to use a large amount of memory
for a given accuracy of representation.
K-d tries. The other generalization of the one-dimensional trie is the
k-d trie [981. The most important case is the binary k-d trie (figure 2d) .
This is a multi-level structure which splits dimensions in half, but unlike
the multi-dimensional grids, a bucket is split along only one dimension
at a time. Along with a left and right pointer as in the t -d trie, each
node of a k-trie contains an integer between 1 and k called the dimension
number which specifies which dimension is split. Some authors require the
dimension number to cycle through the dimensions, so that all nodes at
level L are cut along dimension L mod k. By conceptually combining each
set of k successive levels, we see that such cyclic trees are almost the same
as multi-dimensional grids. The real representational power of a general kd trie arises from the ability to finely partition those dimensions in which a
large amount of variation occurs while only coarsely partitioning the other
dimensions.
As in the one-dimensional case, the fact that t he cut locations always
halve the buckets simplifies both searching and dynamic structure alteration
[981. Whether to go left or right at a given level is determined by the U+1)st
bit of the correct component of the input vector, where i is the number
of levels above which were split on the same dimension. As in the onedimensional case, k-d tries do not adapt themselves as precisely to the data
as the corresponding tree structure.
K-d trees. Perhaps the most important of the high-dimensional struc-
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tuxes is the k-d tree [11,10J (figur e 2e). As with a k-d trie, a k-d tree
corresponds to a decomposition of a k-dimensional Euclidean space into
hyper-rectang les. It is an ordinary binary t ree , but each internal node has
room for both a discrimination value and a dimension number. The root
of the t ree represents the entire space I. The dimension number associated
with the roo t specifies the first dimension along which the space is cleaved.
The discr imination value specifies the location of the cut along this dimension . IT the root's dimension number is i and its discrimination value is v,
t hen the decomposition of t he space is by the hyperplane defined by X i = v.
Its left child represents the half-space of all po ints satisfying Xi S v and its
right child the half-space of all points satisfying Xi > V . In general each
node of a k-d tree corresponds to a hyp er-rect an gu lar piece of th e space in
which some of the d imensions may be infinite. The set of nodes at a given
level of t he tree correspond to a set of hyper-rectangles which partition t he
space. The leaves of t he tree correspond to hyper-rectangles forming the
finest partition of the space.
Searching a k-d t ree for t he leaf bucket containing a query point is
easily accomplished in a single traversal of the tree from root to leaf. At
each node, we compare t he value of the p oint's coordinate in t he dimension
specified in the node with t he discriminat ion value stored in the node. The
traversal proceeds to t he left or to the right depe ndin g on the outcome of
this comparison. A well-b uilt tree will have on ly log2 n leve ls when there are
n hyper-rectangles in t he leaf partition. The searc h time is t hen logar ithmic
in the number of stored ent ries.
There are several schemes to make k- d t rees that support insertions
an d deletio ns wh ile preserving t heir useful properties. Such dynamic k-d
t rees may be implement ed by periodically rebuildin g p ortions t hat violate
des ired constraints !101,102]. k-dimen sional vers ions of B-trees have also
bee n designed [118,1001. It has bee n suggested that in very high dimensional spaces, better performance is obtained by combining key coordinates
toget her, effectively making the dimension of the tree smaller [281. We will
investi gat e modules which reduce dimension in section 7.2.
Hybrid structures. A wide variety of hybrid structures may be const ructed by viewing t he input space as a product of smaller spaces and using
different combinations of the above structures to decompose the smaller
spaces. For example, one might think of a 2n-dimensional sp ace as the
product of tw o n-dimensional spaces each with t hei r own k-d t ree decomp ositions. The product sp ace is partitioned into regions consist ing of all
products of a leaf region from the first tree with a leaf region from t he second tree. X -d trees can on ly represent a distribut ion well if they ar e based
on enough sample points. Forming a k-d t ree using only a subset of t he
dimensions is the same as project ing the probability distribution defined
on the whole sp ace onto t he smaller space coordinatized by the chosen dimensions. Even if the representation of original distribution is to o sparse
for an effect ive decomposition of the who le spac e, the representation of the
projected distribution may be qui te adequate.
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Data and the input space. The fundamental idea of all of these
data str uctures is to connect input space properties with data properties.
An incoming query is described in terms of input space coordinates and
the data structure's job is to convert this to something in terms of stor ed
data. Each node represents both a set of data elements and a region of the
input space. The region of the input space is what we have been calling the
bucket defined by the node . In the mult i-level structures, the structure of

the bucket is determined as we proceed from the top of the structure down.
The stored data points corresponding to a node are obtained by starting
at the node and following all paths to levels below it . T he spatial structure
is more access ible at the top and the elements are more access ible at the
bottom. The structures based on address computat ion do not have many
levels and closely assoc iate the data points with the bucket regions .

3.3

Probability d istributions and computation

The power of the algorithms described in this paper is that they create data
structures wh ich adapt themselves to the distribution of the data that they
must store independently of the form of that distribution. The science
of making inferences from data described by an unknown distr ibution is
known as no n parametric statistics. T here are two fundamental probability
distributions that arise in analyzing the behavior of points drawn from an
arbitrary dist ribution: the beta distribution and the Poisson distribut ion.
This section will describe these distributions and will use them to discuss
comp utat ional methods for esti mati ng quant ities needed in building data
structures .
Binom ial dist ribution. Nodes in each of the data structures we have
discussed correspond to subsets of the input space I which we have called
bins or buckets. We must understand both how to choose the buckets an d
how query points are likely to fall in them once they are chosen. If we
have a fixed bin Be l, and we draw N points from I according to P, we
may ask what the probability is that i points will be chosen from B. The
probability that a single po int will be dr awn from B is the t otal probability
dens ity conta ined in B :

P(B)
The probability that
distribut ion:

i

= /"

p(x)dx .

(3.6)

points fall in B is then described by the binomial

(3.7)
B eta distribution. In tree structures, we must choose real partitioning parameters on the basis of observed data points to build buckets with
good prope rties. We therefore need to und erstand how the distribution
of conta ined points varies as we look at successi vely larger members of a
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one-parameter family of regions. For simplicity, let us assume that the
probability distribution p does not vanish anywhere in the input space I,
hut is otherwise arbitrary. Let us consider an arbitrary one-parameter
family of nested subsets II.., of S. These sets are parameterized so that:

I1..,.

C

I1.."

iff 'II ~ "1••

(3.8)

In this case . we may redefine the parameter "1 to be the total probability
contained in a subset (Le. the measure of the set):
"/ =

IR, p(x)dx.

(3.9)

We assume that flo = 0, the empty set, and that R 1 = I , the entire set. For
exam ple, the family II.., might be a set of nested spheres or hyper-rectangles
about a point x ES.
Let us now draw N points from I according to the distribution function
p. We use this set of sample points to choose the subset II.., which is
the smallest set in the family that still contains one of the sample points.
What is the distribution p,b) of the "/'s we get by applying this procedure
repeatedly? p, b)d,,/ is the probablility that I1..,+d, - II.., (the complement of
II.., in I1..,+d,) contains one point and all N -1 others lie in S - I1..,. By the
way in which we defined "1. the probability of a point lying in I1..,+d, - II.., is
d"1. There are N different points which can be chosen to lie in this interval.
The probability for a single point to lie in S - II.., is 1 - "t, implying that:

(3.10)
or equivalently:

(3.11)
In general we will be interested in Pnb) which we define as the probability that II.., is the smallest of the R's which contains exactly n sample
points. pb)d,,/ is the pro bability that one of the points lies in the shell
I1..,+d, - II.., , n -1 of the points lie inside II.., and N - n of the points lie outside of it in S - R,. Introducing the combinatorial factor which counts the
number of ways in which we may assign points to these tasks, we obtain:
N!

d

( ) "/= (n-1)!1!(N-n)I"/
Pn"/

n-'d (1
"1

)N-n
- ,,/
,

(3.12)

so
N!

n-l(l

( ) = (n _ l)!(N - n)l "/
Pn"/

)N-n
- "/
.

(3.13)

This is the Beta distribution 176):

(3( )
"/

=

r(a + b) 0-'(1 _ )'-'
r(a)r(b) "/
"/

(3.14)
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where r(a) is the gamma funct ion, a
The beta function integral:

i

1

o

x

m-l (1 _

x
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= n, and b = N - n + l.

)n- 1d _ B(
) _ r(m)r(n)
x m, n - I' [
),
m+n

(3.15)

allows us to find the moments of Pn:

.
N!(j+n -l)!
{--t'}P. = (N + j) !(n -1)"

(3.16)

In particular the mean is

E(-y)

=

n
{--t} = N + i '

(3.17)

the standard deviation is

'()
(J

'"1 =

(')
'"1

-

()'
'"1

=

(N

n'

n(n+l )

+ 2)(N + 1)

(N

+ I)'

n(N - n + 1)
(N + 2)(N + I)"
(3.18)

and two moments we will need later are

("/ - l) -_
and

.-!!..- ,
n-l

_,
N(N - 1)
{--t } = (n _ l)(n _ 2)'

(3.19)

(3.20)

If we take a large number of sample points N compared to the number
of points in a region n, the mean and standard deviation asymptotically
approach:
n
(3.21)
E{--t)-N
and
'( ,,/ ) - N"
n
(J
(3.22 )

Density estimation. We often need to estimate the value of a probability density p(x) at a specified point x. Such an est imate might be used to
const ruct an efficient data structure as when a binary tree is const ructed to
make each child is equally likely. In other situations the estimated distribution itself contains the essence of the desired information as when samp le
clusters are chosen on the basis of it .
Binning method. One common technique for est imating p begins by
decomposing the sample space into B equal sized bins of volume V. A
histogram of the points in these bins is then formed by counting how many
of the N sample po ints lie in each bin. If N; samples lie in the ith bin, then
the probability density is est imated as:
N;

p,(x) = NV

(3.23)
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where i is the bin containing the point x of interest. There are a number
of difficulties with this technique. Because the estimated distribution P.
predicts the same density at each point in a bin, any features smaller than
a bin will be lost . If the bins are too big, they will wash out important fine
structure in the distribution p. On the other hand if the bins are too small ,
in regions of low probability the expected number of points in a bin can
fall below one . In this case a low probability region will be represented by
one bin with an estimated density that is too high surrounded by empty
bins with estimated probability zero. Without knowing much about the
probability density, it is difficult to choose proper-sized bins. If N is too
small there may be no way to keep the bins from being too small in some
regions and too large in others. The process of binning throws away all
information about where sample points lie within bins, suggesting that
better procedures might exist. More discussion of the problems of binning
may be found in [96,106,42).
Let us analyze the performance of bin estimation on a uniform distribution with probability density:

(3.24)

p{x) = Po.

The statistics of the binning algorithm are governed by the binomial distribution. The probability of a single sample lying in the bin of interest is
PoV where V is the volume of a bin, as above. After choosing N samples,
the probability p{n) of having chosen n samples from the bin of interest is:

(3.25)
The mean number of samples in our bin is then

(3.26)
and the standard deviation is:

u'{n) = N poV(l - poV).

(3.27)

As above, we define the estimating distribution:

n
P. = NV ·

(3.28)

This estimate is again correct on average:

(3.29)

(P.) = Po·
In this case the standard deviation of the estimate is:
'(

) __
1_ '( ) _

u P. - N'V'u n -

Po(l-poV)
NV
.

(3.30)
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Volume method. An estimation technique which underlies many the
structures discussed in this paper considers not how many points lie in a
given volume, as in the bin technique, but rather considers what volume is
needed to contain a certain number of points 172). For example, we may
estimate P.(x) of P at the point x as the inverse of the volume of the smallest
sphere centered at % which contained n sample points times roughly niN.
We will see that a better estimate is:

n-1
P.(x) = NV.(x)

(3.31)

where Vn(x) is the volume of the smallest ball centered at x which contains
n points. In low probability regions, the ball will be large and so based
on a reasonable number of sample points. In high probability regions, the
ball will be small and thus capable of high spatial resolution. Because
each estimate is based on n points, one expects the estimates to be equally
supported by evidence in all regions. Because the ball size is the smallest possible consistent with the desired amount of evidence, the technique
adapts itself to a distribution as best it can with N sample points. We shall
see that it does reasonably well even with a very small number of samples.
In the constant density case, the actual probability contained in a region
of volume V is PoV. The beta dist ribution describes the probability "'I
contained in the region Vn • The probability distribution for Vn is then:
(3.32)

The mean volume is:

n
(V) = (N

(3.33)

+ l)po'

With the definition above for P.Jl we see that:

-1) = po(n -1) ( -1) =
( P.) = (nNV
N
'Y
PO.

(3.34)

This justifies the definition of PO) ' With samples drawn from a uniform
distribution, the above procedure will produce estimates of that distribution
which are correct on average. Let us compute the standard deviation of
these estimates:
(1

1)

' (P.) = (P.') - (P. )' = p:(n
- I)' ('Y_') - Po, = Po, (N
- n_ +2)
. N'
N(n

,

(3.35)

It is of int erest to compare the relative deviations 0'2/ p2 of the estimated
probability density for the two techniques, For the binning technique, we
find:
0 2
I-poV
1
1
(3.36)
=
NVpo - N'
(Po)'
NV Po
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For t he volume technique , we find:

(7' N-n+ 1
1
n -1
(P.)' = N(n - 2) = -n- 2 - N(n - 2)'

(3.37)

IT N is less t han l /V Po, then the deviation of the binning t echnique
is as large as t he esti mate, wh ich is ind icative of the all or non e b inning
noise we discussed ab ove. When p varies, this pr obl em w ill occur in the
regions whe re p is sm all. The relative deviation using the volume tec hnique,
however, is in dep en dent of the dens ity and goes to zero wit h inc reasing n .
By let ting n grow with N, t he volume techni que can do as well as t he bin
techniqu e even in high probab ility regions. Asymptotically, n shou ld be
chosen so t hat n -+ 00 but n/N -+ 0 as N -+ 00. Reference [721 suggests
that n
..;N is a goo d choice and [421 gives a func tional form for t he
optimal choice of n under cert ain assumpt ions.
In sect ion 4.1 we w ill discuss methods for find ing a poi nt's n nea rest
neighb ors in time O(n ). For small n these m et hods can be used to give
very fas t density est imates. For large n, as required by the optimal cho ice
a bove we su ggest using the partial summation t echnique from section 3.2.
Nothing in t he derivation ab ove required the use of the spheric al volumes
implied by conside ring t he n nearest neighbors. We can j ust as well use t he
volume of the smallest hypercube center ed at the p oint of inte res t whi ch
contains n samp le poi nts . IT we store the points in an adaptive gri d , the
partial summat ion t rick lets us de te rmi ne the numb er of sample points in
a hyp er-rect a ngular region in cons t an t time. Using a binary search, we
can find t hat volume which contains n points by looking at a maximum
of log, N hypercubes . We have foun d this technique useful for estimating
various densit ies in im ages. It a lso gives an efficient means for implementing
the histogramming tec hn ique in [99] and gives insight into wh at the peaks
found by the method in [951 act ually ar e.
M edian estim ation . In building trees and k-d trees, we would like to
cho ose discrim inators at t he median of t he underl ying distribu ti on in the
region cor responding to a nod e. This implies t hat a query search which
rea ches that node is equally likely t o choose t he left or right bran ch. In
t his sit uation we wan t t o cut a hyp er- rect an gle p erp endicular to one of its
axes . To app ly the analysis lea ding to eq uation 3.13 we choos e t he nested
fam ily of regions to be the left region in t he hy per-r ectangle as the cut
plane goes from left to right. We would like to choose t hat cut for which "t ,
the t ot al probab ility content of the left po rt ion , is equal t o 1/ 2. We must
make this cho ice on the b asis of N inp ut sa mples in t he region of int erest.
From equat ion 3. 17, the exp ected 'Y if we cut at the nth sam p le point is
n /(N +1 ). If N is odd, then choo sing the middle point (i.e. n = (N + 1)/2)
will give (-y) = 1/ 2 wit h st an dard deviation

=

1
4N

(3.38)
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Notice that of all n's this is also the choice for which the estimated volume
has the lowest standard devi ation . If t he density is un ifor m near the median, then when N is even, we can choose t he cut to be half way between
the center two points with simi lar results.
Boundary estimation. A problem whic h is of great importance to
classification is the estimation of the bo undary of a region from N points
drawn from it. An important special case is a hyper-rectangular region
with a uniform probability distribution. One could estimate the region by
choosing the smallest hyper-rectangle which contains all the sample points,
but it is intuitively clear that this is likely to cut off some of the probability
around the outside. If we project the sample points onto one of the axes,
we can compute how far the left most point in a sample of N points drawn
uniformly from an interval of lengt h L is likely to be from the left end of
the interval. We let the nested fami ly of regions be sub-intervals starting
at the left end of the interval. Let us denote the lengt h of the smallest of
these intervals which contains n samples by Ln. From equation 3.33, the
mean value of L n is

(L ) - ~
N+1

(3.39)

u' L _ L'n(N - n + 1)
( n) - (N + 2)(N + 1)"

(3.40)

n

-

and the standard dev iation is

A simple way to est imate L is to measure the d istance between th e i t h
an d jth points and assume th is dist ance is equal to:

L
(L•. - L,.) = (iN-J)
+1 .

(3.41)

For example if x is t he dist ance between the left most and r ightmost po ints,
then we est ima te t he width of t he region as

L '" (N + l )x.
N - 1

(3.42)

If t he dens ity is really constant, we can get much better estimates by utilizing all the sample points. IT t he density varies, however , we would like to
estimate how far the interval extends beyond t he leftmost sample by using
only samples near the left end. Notice that t he extension of the interval
beyond the leftmost po int is L 1 and t hat this is equal on average to the
distance between the first and second points L 1 - L 1 • A reasonable procedure to apply when the density varies is to extend each boundary of the
hypercube out from the first sample poi nt it hits by a distance equal to
that between the first and second sample points.
Error bounds . Many of the algorithms in later sections create structures from sample inputs that are meant to deal well with future inputs
drawn from the same distribution. A useful proposition from [1321, based
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on the Chernoff inequality may often be used to bound the probability
that there is a large set of inputs from an unseen part of the input space.
L(h, S) is defined as the smallest number of independent trials, each with a
probability at least h- 1 of success, such that the probability of fewer than
S successes is less than h- 1 • For integers S ~ 1 and real numbers h > 1,
the proposition states that L(h, S) $; 2h(S + In h). If there ar e S categories,
by choosing L sample points, the proposition guarant ees with probability
h- 1 that the cat egories from which no sampl es have been drawn have a
combined probability of less than h- 1 •
Bin filling time. When the categories are equally likely, we may do
much bet ter than this bound on average . IT we draw samples from S equally
likely categories, then after we have sampl es from j of the categories , the
probability of sampling a new category is (S - j) IS. The mean number of
trials required to achieve this success is 8 /(8 - j). The average total time
to draw a sample from each category is then:
8-1

S

L S- J' = SH s ,
;= 0

(3.43)

where Hs = l:f~l(l /i) is the Sth harmonic number. It is easy to see that
In S < H s $; In(S + 1) by comparing the sum of l iz with its integral. The
average number of trials needed to draw one sample out of each of S equally
likely bins is therefore less than or equal to S(lnS + 1).
3.4

Building data structures

We now consider the problem of building the data structures th at we have
described. Let us begin with the one-dimensional struct ures. As in choosing
a representation, in the building of structures there is also a subtle interplay
between using the structure of the stored data and th e structure of the
embedding space .
Bucket sort. The address-based structures are extremely easy to build.
In most cases, a single pass is made through the data in which each entry
is simply inserted into the proper location. For example, once an array is
declared and filled with null pointers, we may fill it in a single pass through
the dat a. The array location is obtained dir ectly from t he key of th e ent ry,
and the data is inserted at the head of the linked list stored there. When
the data is uniformly distrib uted, each list will have only a few entries. It
is useful to note tha t in this case we may make a single pass through the
array to read the data entries off in sorted order. The discussion of the
binomial distribution in section 3.3 shows that uniformly distributed data
may therefore be sorted in only linear time.
Distribution sorts. In building the two level array, we must decide
on th e numb er M . of sub-b uckets into which each top level bucket b sho uld
be split. In [941 it is suggested t hat the data first be subsampled to obtain
statistics on which to base the choice of the M" . Every nth element is used
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to incre ment a counter in th e corresponding top level bucket . The counter
value in each buc ket div ided by t he size of t he subsample, estimates the
probab ility of t he correspond ing bu cket . T he discussion of bin est imation
in section 3.3 tells us how good t his estimate is likely to be for a given
dist ributi on . A single linear pass through th e top level array can t hen pa rcel
out t he desired tot al number of sub-buckets accord ing to t hese estimates .
The comp uted M 1/ s are stored in each top level array slot along with a
pointer to an array of size M tI• A single pass t hrough th e dat a ca n now
insert each element int o the proper sub-b ucket. Again, in a sing le pass
t he dat a may be read out in sorted order. This pr ocedure can be used to
sort dat a that is distributed accordi ng to a var iety of d istributions in linear
ti me . In all cases [941 finds t his algor ithm to be substantially faster t han
the faste st implementation of quicksort.
Building tries. Tri es may be built by sequent ially inserting each element. One begins by initi alizing t he root array wit h null pointers. Elements
are added to the buckets determ ined by t heir addresses until a bu cket gets
larger than a desired size. A new nod e on t he next level is t hen created
and the entries in t he b ucket are redistribu ted into t he correct locations .
T he average t ime to create a t rie wit h N nodes is N log2 N . IT the branching number of a trie is a power of two, then the array locations needed in
inserting an element are given by substrings of the binary represent ation of
the address. T he structure of th e tri e is ind ependent of the order in which
elements are inserted.
Building trees . To build a binary t ree, we must choose the partitioning
va lues at each nod e in add ition to inserting the data elements. To obtain
optimal search times, we would like th e probabili ty of going to th e left
at each node to be equal t o th at of going to the right. As we showed in
sect ion 3.3, this behavior is best approximated by bu ilding a balanced tree,
i.e. the buckets should be divided in such a way that ha lf of th e elements
contained in them are to the left of the par tit ion and half are to t he right.
This suggests an approach to building a balan ced t ree in wh ich we first sort
t he da ta items . Let us assume t hat sort ing pr oduces an N eleme nt arr ay
of pointers to data elemen ts in which t he poi nte r stored in t he ith pos it ion
points to the ith largest element. The t ree may be built recursively. If
there is only one data eleme nt, th e tree consists of a leaf with a po inter to
that elemen t. Otherwise, t he root part itioning value is be taken to be the
element stored at array location l N /2J, t he left po inte r points to the t ree
built over t he elements with indices less than th e par titioning element an d
t he right pointer points to the tree built over elements wit h ind ices greater
t han the partitioning element . For the sort, we may use one of distributi on
sorts described abov e, or quicksort which has a st ruct ure quite similar to
that of the tree.
Quicksort . In building up the tree, t he partitioning value is the median
of the stored values. Instead of sor ti ng all the elements to begin with, we
may at tempt to find this median value di rectl y. This approach will be useful
in b uilding multi-dimension al trees. To und erstand how to find the median
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efficiently, we must first consider t he mechanism underlying qu icksort (561.
In quicksort we cho ose a random element e and partition the original set
into those elements less than or equal to e and those greater than e during
a single pass t hrough t he data. The two partit ioned pieces are recursively
sorted us ing quicksort and t he res u lting lists are concatenated. A randomly
chosen element is a rough estimate of the median of the set. We can increase
the likeliho od that the choice is close to the median by randomly choosing
t hree or more elements and partit ioning on the middle element. If the
partition value really is near the median, then the two halves will each
have roughly half the elements. In t his case, the recursion ends after log N
stages. Each element is examined during each stage causing the ent ire sort
to take average time N log, N.
Median finding. ITwe are only interested in finding t he median value,
we can get linear time performance using a very similar procedure [2].
Aga in we parti tion t he elements into those greater than and those less than
a randomly chosen element. By counting how many items are in each group,
we can determine which group contains the median element. IT less than
half of the elements are in the lower partition, the median is in the upper
group and ot herwise it is in the lower group . In t his situation we need only
rec urs ively consider one of t he two partitions. ITit is the lower one, we look
for its IN/2Jnd element. If it is the upper one, we look for the element
whose rank is l N /2J m inus the number of elements in the lower partition.
On average, we again have log, N stages, but now each stage only examines
about half the elements examined during the previous pass . The average
total number of steps is N + N /2 + N /4 + ... which is of order N . The
same approach may be used to find the nth largest elemen t in linear time,
for arb itrary n.
The same idea may be extended to finding the median in probability of
a set of elemen ts which are exp licitly assigned probability weights . Denote
t he probability of each dat a elemen t d by p(d). Such quantities may have
been collected during a statistics gat her ing phase. We want to find an
element whose pro bability of being larger t han a randomly chosen element
is as close as possible to 1/2. We apply the same approach as above except
that du ring each stage we count the total probability instead of the number
of elements. For example, at the first partition we choose t he smaller half
if its total probability is greater t han 1/2 and t he larger ha lf otherwise.
Aga in the median may be foun d in linear time on average.
To build a binary tree using t he med ian selection approach, we again
proceed recurs ively. IT t here is a single element, t he root j ust points to
it. Otherwise, we select the median at the first stage an d partition the
eleme nts into those smaller t han it and t hose larger than it. T he algorithm
is applied independently to t he two halves and the root is made to po int to
t he two resulting trees. T he time for this procedure is aga in N log2 N since
there are log2 N stages and 2i medians are found in sets of size N /2 i at t he
ith stage. The act ua l amount of work required is a cons tant factor greater
than in the quicksor t approach, but this approach generalizes to bu ilding
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multi-dimensional trees.
Building grids. The address based multi-dimensional structures ca n
be built just like the one-dimensional ones. Grids and multi-level grids
can be built just like arrays and tries. To build adaptive k-dimensional
grids, we build k one dimensional structures, one based on each of the
coordinates. The array is then allocated and the points are inserted by
sending th eir coordinates through the one-dimensional structures. One can
think of t his as projecting the points onto each of the axes and choosing
equiprobability partitions for this projected distribution of points. For k-d
tries, the splitting dimension needs to be chosen for each node. The issues
here are t he same as for k-d trees, which we discuss next.
Building k-d trees. The k-d tree will be used in many of the mo dule algorithms. In typical applications the leaves will store a the set of
sample data points that lie inside the corresponding hyp er-rectangle. T he
partitioning of the t ree is chosen to reflect the probability distribution of
the stored points. In the applications, the tree should be approximately
balanced and each leaf region should be approximately cubical and should
contain approximately the same amo unt of probability densi ty. The volume of a leaf reg ion at a given point should be approximately inversely
proportional to t he probability density there. If this can be accomplished,
the tree lets us access da ta accord ing both by where it is and by how it is
distributed. This will allow us to imp lement a variety of usefu l associative
functions in the next section.
Given a set of points drawn from a probability distribution, we can bu ild
a k-d tree with the above properties if there are enough points to represent
the distribution well, l.e. the distribution should not vary much between
neighboring data points. We may build a perfectly balanced tree by a
simple recursive procedure that is exactly analogous to the one-dimensional
procedure. There are several heuristics available wh ich may be used to
decide along which dimension a given node should be cut. These heuristics
amount to choosing that dimension in which the points are most spread
out . Near the top of the tree, the distribution is likely to vary considerably
within the region rep resen ted by a node. The most spread dimension may
be defined as the dimension in which the data po ints have the greatest
standard deviation or as the one in which the nth smallest component of
any point and the n th largest component of any point are furthest apart.
Both of these statistics (and a variety of others) can be determined in linear
time and need be based on only a subsample of the data. The techniques
of section 3.3 allow one to estimate how well these statistics are likely to
represent t he underlying distribution. Another idea is to form a coarse
grid (say three on a side ) and in a single pass through the data determine
the number of entries in each grid block. These sums may then be used
to estimate t he most spread dimension. As we get closer to t he leaves
of the t ree, the probability density becomes uniform within the hyperrectangles corresponding to nodes. In this case the dimension in which the
d istribution is most widely spread is simply the longest dimension of t he
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hyper-rectangle.
Once the splitting dimension is chosen, we would like to choose the
discrimination va lue so that half the probability inside the parent's hyperrect an gle lies to one side of the partition and half to the other side . We
may find this value applying the one-dimensional med ian finding algorithm
or its weighted version to the chosen coordinate of the stored points. ITwe
allow the recursion to proceed to the same depth everywhere, we obtain
a perfectly balanced k-d tree. Each leaf will have the same number of
points in its corresponding hyper-rectangle (plus or minus 1 if the number
of points is not a power of 2). This means that with high probability the
leaf regions contain roughly equal portions of the underlying probability
distribution p.
If the number of points is large enough that the probability distribution is approximately constant in the hyper-rectangles associated with the
lower nodes, then we can guarantee that the leaf hyper-rectangles will he
approximately cub ical. Because the density in the node regions becomes
constant near the leaves, the construction is well approximated by an algorithm which splits the longest side of a hyper-rectangle exactly in half
on each cut. IT the initial ratio of longest to shortest side is a , then in
k log, a cuts we are guaranteed t hat no side is less than half the length
of any other side . This is because if there are two sides of length a and
b, t hen in Ilog,(a/b)l splits, the longer side will become shorter than the
other side but not less than half its length. This condition persists if we
continue to cut the larger of the two in half. We get the bound above in
higher dimensions if we always cut the longest side in half.

4.

Directed discrete modules: associative memory

In this section we consider modu les in which the input to output mapping
is specified by a "teacher" and whose outputs are drawn from a discrete set.
We can th ink of the N possible outputs as representing N distinct "memories ." The set of inputs which produce a given output may be thought of
as the stimuli which are associated with that memory. One of th e poss ible outputs may represent the absence of any memory associated with the
given input. We shall call such an output the null output.
In the simplest circumstance, the teacher provides N - 1 inp ut-output
pairs which are to be associated and the response to any other input is to
be null. We may imp lement such a map using any of the data structures
discussed in section 3.1. The specified inputs are stored in the data struct ure along with their desi red outputs. When the key of an input request
is found in the structure, the accompanying value is output, otherwise t he
null value is output. T he on ly issues are the efficiency of access and the
efficiency of storage. Using hash t ables we obtain t he best poss ible results:
retrieval in constant expected t ime and O(N) storage.
The situation is slightly more interest ing when t he input-o utput pairs
are presented dynamically. In this case the presentation of inpu t- ou t put
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pairs to be learned is interspersed with retrieval requests. Much of the
development of sophisticated dynamic tree balancing algorithms was stimulated by the requirements of exactly this kind of dynamic data base [801 . If
the module is supposed to have a fixed capac ity, then criteria must be chosen to decide which memory to forget when a new element is to be stored.
Such a choice might be based on query request statistics that can be stored
along with each item. Typical forgetting ru les are to forget the least recently accessed memory or the least often accessed memory. A number of
interesting data structures have been designed which are self organizing in
the sense that the most popular items are eas iest to retrieve and the least
likely items get harder and harder to access (say by moving onto disk) unt il
they are finally forgotten. One of the nicest of these is the splay tree. This
is an ordinary binary tree, but when an item is accessed the t ree structure
is altered so as to make t he accessed item become the root. The analysis of
t his tree's behavior shows that on average t he t ree remains bal anced and
the less likely an item is to be queried, t he farther it tends to resi de from
t he root [122J .
4 .1

n nearest neighbor ge neralization

A module generalizes when it produces an output ot her than null on inputs
which were not directly associated with that output during training. One of
the best techniques for generalization produces the output associated with
the stored input which is nearest the unknown input in the input space
I . Reference [251 shows that the probability of mak ing an error by using
this procedure is less than twice the probability of mak ing an error using
any other procedure based only on sample points. A generalization of this
idea looks at the n nearest neighbors and lets them vote on the output . In
the next section we will consider procedures that interpolate between the
outputs of the n nearest neighbors.
Computing the n nearest neighbors of a point has traditionally been
viewed as an extremely desirable, but very expensive operation. Many
systems compute the distance from the given point to every stored point
and then choose the n points with the smallest distances. Many speech
recognition systems, for example, compare an incoming word with every
word in their dictionaries. Reference [43] suggested using the branch and
bound technique for cutting down the number of needed comparisons. The
data points were to he first clustered and the search for near neighbors
begun in a single cluster. Wh en the nth closest point already seen was
closer than the boundary of a cluster, there was no need to examine the
points in that cluster.
Reference [401 then suggested that k-d trees were an efficient and natural mechanism for implementing the clustering. This reference proves
that when the nodes are partitioned along the most spread dimension, the
expected number of leaf buckets which intersect the smallest sphere containing a point's n nearest neighbors is only O{n). The br anch and bound
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technique is easily implemented, since the distance to a hyper-rectangle is
the distance to its nearest corner. The logarithmic search to find the leaf
bucket containing an input point takes time log, N. The time to find the
n nearest neighbors is therefore only of order (log, N) + n. The nearest
neighbor is likely to be in a bucket near the query point's leaf bucket.
Reference [63] suggests using what we have called an adaptive grid to
cut the nearest neighbor search time down to 0(1). This reference suggests
using hashing to access the correct grid location b ut does not say how this
might be done. It appears that the bin merging tec hnique discussed in
section 3.2 is ideal for this application.
We have found that in many circumstances, obtaining the exact nearest
ne ighbor is not important and that a nearby neighbor may suffice. In this
ease, we do not need to implement the branch and bound check. IT there
are enough sample points, the leaf regions of the k-d tree are approximately
cubical and each contain the same number of samples. The nearest neighbor
of a point is very likely to lie in the same bucket as the sample point or in the
neighboring bucket on the side closest to the sample point. By choos ing the
nearest neighbor out of the points in just these two buckets, we make the
search algorithm extremely fast and trivial to implement without sacrificing
much of its utility.
An interesting use for the ability to quick ly retrieve the n nearest neighbors arises when we consider a network of mod ules . As evidenced by the
disease of epilepsy, one of the problems with networks of mutually excitatory cells (such as the pyramidal cells in cortex) is the tendency toward
an instability which leads to explosive firing activity. As suggested in 118j
many of the reciprocal bundles of fibers in the brain may function to create
a negative feedback loop among the computational areas. Early areas along
the input- out put pathway sho uld generate just the amount of output that
later areas can use. When later areas begin to recieve too much input, t hey
dampen out t he earlier areas via the feedback pat hs. The same idea may
be applied to a network of mo du les. Each mo dule wou ld receive a "level of
activity" input commanding it to produce a set of outputs corresponding
to successively further nearest neighbors of the current input. If the system is working on a set of inputs with a straightforward and unambiguous
interpretation, it will quickly generate appropriate outputs. If the input
is more ambiguous, then later modules should increase the activity of the
earlier ones to allow looser and looser interpretations of the input. It appears that this kind of analog feedback might be quite useful when applied
to information How even in digital systems.

4.2

C lassification heuristics

The n nearest neighbor approach always class ifies an input into some category. In many circumstances, some inputs should produce the null output .
For example, we have built an optical character recognition system that
should produce null if it is presented with a character which is too unlike
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any it had been trained on. The system begins its computation by quickly
ext racting several scale-independent parameters from the pattern of pixels
which make up a letter. It must classify an unknown letter from these parameters using a data structure constructed on the basis of labelled sample
points in the parameter space. Each character is represented by a swarm of

data points and these should determine disjoint class ification regions. The
nearest neighbor approach will categorize every query with the stored point
nearest to it.
One way to restrict the extent of the classification regions is to search

for points in a fixed radius of the sample points. Efficient algorithms for
t his task are discussed in [161 and [171 . Unfortunately, t he opt ima l ra dius to
searc h within varies from region t o region. High probability categories wit h
small regions are likely to be fairl y densely covered with sample points while
low probability categories with large regions are likely to be on ly sparsely
covered.
We have used several variants of the k-d tree construction algorithm
presented in section 3.4 to deal with this situation. The first difference
between these algorithms and the k-d algorithms is that we choose the
splitting dimension and the discrimination value to optimally separate the
categories in addition to evenly dividing up the probability. In the optical
character recognition example, a cut through a hyper-rectangle is given a
score based on how many character categories are completely to one side or
the other of t he cut, how even ly the hyper-rectangle is cut, and how evenly
split any categories t hat are cut are.
This cutt ing procedure proceeds until a hyper-rectangle contains only
entries from a sing le class. T he resulting leaf hyper-rect an gles are then
shrunk down on t he enclosed sa mp les using t he boundary est imation technique discussed in section 3.3. Thus t he second po int of depar ture from
standard k-d t rees is that the leaf regions do not cover the entire space. In
some situations it may be important to do t he shrinking at each level of the
tree, because t he optimal sp litting dimension according to some heuristics
may change after shrinking. The classification regions are represented as
unions of hyper-rectangles and points which fall outside of any leaf region
are classified as null . Classification of a point requires only a single traversal of the tree and is therefore extremely fast. A statistical justification for
a similar approach to classification is presented in reference 119]. Section 6
discusses similar data structures for categorizing data without a teacher.
The fast near est neighbor classification technique should be useful for
real-time speech recognition. A standard approach to speech recognition
171) is to compute the distance between an unknown word an d each stored
sample using dynamic t ime warping. This uses a dynamic programming
algorithm to choose the optimal distortion of the time axis when matching two time series. Unfort unately, t he use of warping means t hat t here is
no obvious way to app ly the branch an d bou nd techn ique d iscussed above
and an unk nown word mus t be compared wIth every stored sample. An
alternative approach is parameterize a time series by arc-le ngth in t he pa-
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rameter space instead of by time [1301 . T h is eliminates the warping step; to
compare t wo words, we nee d on ly compare two curves in parameter space,
inde pe ndent of t heir time parameterization. This allows us to introduce
a distance measure be tween words which sat isfies the triangle inequality.
The samples may be stored in a k-d tree and the nearest match may be
found in logarithmic t ime. Speech recognitio n also appears to be an ideal
candidate for t he shrunken hyper-rectangle classification technique.
I ncremental learning In t h is section we briefly consider incremental
lea rn ing. We assume that t he module is corrected whenever it misclassifies
an input. A useful heuristic is to use nearest neighbor classification and to
only store t hose dat a points which are misclassified. Any of the dynamic
mu lt i-dimensional tree techniques mentioned in sect ion 3.2 can be used to
hold t he points. ITmemory space is an important issue, the data structure
can be pe riodically "cleaned up" by removing redundant data po ints.
How many data points need to be seen before th e classifications are likely
to be correct? As a first estimate, we may ask how many samples need to
be drawn to get rep resentatives from all t he likely types. As d iscussed
in section 3.3, if there are S types and 2h(S + In h) samples then with
probability h- 1 the unchosen typ es have a comb ined probability of less
t han h- 1 • As we saw in section 3.3, wh en t he ca tegories ar e equally likely
we need only choose S (lnS + 1) samples on average to draw one from
each ca tegory. If we decom pose t he classi ficat ion regions into equi-prob able
hyp er-rectangles using the algorithm above, t hen ap p lying t hese res ults
to t he number of hyper-rectangles in the decomposit ion gives the order
of t he exp ected number of samples needed to ach ieve the desired level of
decomposition.

4.3

Other generalization behaviors

Depending on the application, t here are a variety of other useful ways to
access h ierarchically stored information. A common sit uat ion with mul tidimensional data is that only some of the dimensions will be specified . For
example, if we are searching a visual database to do object recogn it ion,
t hen when an object is occluded by another object some of t he features will
be unavailable. A partial-match sear ch is a search which ret ur ns all st ored
items which agree with the query in t he specified dim ensi ons and hav e arbitrary values in the unspecified dimensions. Rang e searching is a further
generalization in which one wants to retrieve all stored dat a whose coordinates lie in specified ranges in each dimension. A ran ge search op erat ion
returns all data points which lie in a specified hyper-r ectangle. A vari ety
of structures wh ich support range searching are discussed in reference [14J.
K-d trees may he used for efficient range search ing by examining only t hose
leaves which intersect the query hyp er-r ectangle. One proceeds from the
root by taking the left branch, the right branch , or b oth depending on
which intersect the query region. For cubical range regions, the number of
entries that must b e examined is of order log2 N plus t he number of points
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returned.
Another useful kind of query combines range searching with nearest
neighbor searching. Some dimensions are given specified ranges and in
others we are to find the closest m points. This kind of que ry can be implemented on a k-d tree in an obvious way. The branch and bound is carried
out only in t he nearest neighbor directions and all bins intersect ing the
specified ranges in the range dimensions are examined. This type of query
is used in an alternative ap proach to learning and evaluating nonlinear
mappings which we will discuss at the end of the next section.
A final important ty pe of query is partial match when t he comp onent
in each dimens ion is chosen from un ordered sets with only a few eleme nts .
For example, th e inputs might be Boolean vectors in which the dimens ions
correspond to features and the compo nents of t he vector sp ecify the presence or absence of each feat ure. A query specifies the values of some subset
of the components and the search is supposed to return all stored entries
which have these va lues in the specified locat ions. Because the space is discrete, the geometric approach discussed above does not immediately help .
Reference 11111 suggests concatenating a few bits from each component of
the key to make up a bin label. A partial match search will specify some
of the bits in the bin label, and the search examines the contents of all the
bins with the specified bits by letting the other bits run over all possibilities . Reference {3] investigates the optimal numb er of bits to choose from
each key when t he queries are governed by a known distribution. Further
practical cons iderations are d icussed in the references [73,74]. Another approach is to store the records in a k-d t rie. This has the ad vantage t hat
if the specified bi ts are near t he to p of t he t rie, lar ge chunks of the data
base are p ru ned. Refe rence [13] discusses t he choice of trie discri minators
in this case.
If t here are a lar ge number of binary dimensions in t he key and each
has a low probabili t y of bei ng true , t hen using a bin lab el made by oring
dimensions together is usefu l. If the query specifies that a certain dimens ion
is set, then we need not consi der keys in bins whose label does not have the
corresponding bit set. This situation ar ises, for example, when searching
a database of documents for those documents which contain a given set of
words or when searching a visual dat abase for those objects which contain
a given set of feature pairs joined in a specified relation.

s.

D irect e d continuous modu les: smooth m a p p in gs

In t his section we d iscuss an important class of modu les for building systems that interface wit h the physical world. T hese modu les can efficient ly
represent , eval uate, and learn non linear mappings from one space to another. Such a capability is of critical imp ort ance in ap plications such as
dynamic, adaptive control of robo t manipulators or au to nomo us veh icles in
changing environments and t he decoding of visual and audito ry dat a into
geometric information about t he objects whic h generated it.
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A mapping assigns to each point in the input space I (a lso ca lled t he
domain of the mapping) a point in t he output space 0 (also called the
range of t he mapping). We will assume t hat t he domain and range are
subsets of Euclidean space. If the domain has dimension k and the range
h as dimension n , t hen Ric and Rn deno te the Euclidean spaces in which
t hey a re embedded. We specify a point in either of these spaces by giving
its coordinates, k real numbers for a domain point an d n for a range point.
The software or hardware mod ules we wish to construct take as input t he
k numbers specifying a d om ain point and should produce as output the n
numbers specifyin g a range point.
In the simplest of mappings t he input and output are linearly re lated.
IT VI is sent to UI and V2 is sent to 1£2, then for any real numbers Q and {3
for which av! + {jV2 is in the domain, a VI + {3V2 is sent to £Xu! + {3u2 . Most
mappings are not linear, b ut linear mappings often make useful approximatio ns. For smooth mappings, if tL is sent to u, then small dev iations from
u. map approximately linearly into small deviations from v. The smaller
t he dev iation, the better the ap proximation (by Taylor's theorem) . The
line ar map of deviations is ca lled the linea rization or the Jacobian of the
or iginal non linear map at the point u, In many physical systems, the origin
in Ric represents the absence of activity and the origin in R" represents
t he absence of response. In this case the response to small inputs will be
approximately linear.
The idea proposed here is to represent an arbitrary nonlinear mapping
by a piecew ise linear mapping. We have seen many effective data structures
which h ierarchica lly decompose the inpu t space and support efficient identification of t he partition reg ion containing a query poi nt. In this section
we will approximate an arbitrary mapping by one which is linear wit hin
each region and will choose the decomposit ion to adapt to the nonlinearities in the map. In most situations of inte rest, the mappings a re very
smooth, curving only slightly in mos t regions wit h occas iona l sing u lar ities
or discontinui ties sca ttered about the input space. We will adapt the mapping rep resentation to have high reso lution in regions of high curvature and
low reso lution elsewhere. We will present the representation algorithms in
te rms of a desired error E. T he smaller t he desired error, the finer the
required decomposition of the input space. We will estimate how many
decomposit ion regio ns are needed as a function of the desired error.
In a complete intelligent system, the mapping un its may only need to
give a very crude approximation to the actual mapping. Different map ping
modules will often be used in conjunction with each other and they will
often operate on partially red undant data. The ensemble response of a
collection of units can b e much more accurate than any individual unit.
In another common circumstance, the mapping units will be embedded
in feedback loops . As long as their outputs predict roughly t he correct
direction for a process to proceed, t he feedback will vary the input so as to
eventually ca use t he desired response.
It is worth contemplating the maps we must presumably use in even
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so simple a task as picking up an object. We probably have a variety
of components in our visual systems which together map the visual input
associated with the object int o our internal model of its position in threedimensional space. This map is likely form ed by combining mappings based
on a variety of visual cues such as stereopsis, size information, shading
information, information from the relative image motions under small head
movements, depth of focus of the eyes and relative angle of th e eyes. The
mapping is not precise, as is indicated by our inability to exactly estimate
the distance to the object. Based on proprioceptive information we map the
sensed joint angles and muscle extensions of our arm into its position in our
internal model of the three-dimensional world. The desired trajectory and
final position of the arm must then be computed and mapped into muscle
control coordinates. An estimate of how accurate this map is without the
benefit of visual feedback may be obtained by reaching with closed eyes.
With visual feedback we correct for inaccuracies in the muscle to space
map. Once we come into contact with the object, tactile information is
also mapped into the space where the goal state is computed.
Vision-based Robotics. We are currently using the techniques described in this section to develop a vision-based robot manipulator system
that learns the visual impact of its actions. A vid eo camera produces an image of the robot arm from which the bas ic parameters describing the visual
position and angle of each limb are extracted using th e image processing
techniques described in section 7. The system also controls the joint angles
of the arm. Using the algorithms in this section, it will learn the mapping
between the joint angles and the parameters of the arm in the image. In
this way it will be able to use visual feedback in tasks such as picking up
objects and following moving objects at a specified distance.
5.1

One-dimensional mappings

Let us begin by understanding mappings from a one-dimensional space
into another one-dimensional space. The one-dimensional problem arises
in any higher dimensional context when all but a single degree of freedom
is constrained. Some examples of one-dimensional maps that might be
important to learn include the relationships between: the angle of an arm
joint and the distance to its tip, the observed intensity of a patch of surface
and the angle between its surface normal and the direction to a light source,
the response of a tactile sensor and the force applied to it, the Doppler pitch
shift of a sound source and the rate at which the source approaches, the
divergence of the optic flow in an image as an object approaches [l.e. the
rate at which the size of objects grows as they approach) and the time to
impact, and the rate of air flow needed to produce a given pitch.
Choose coordinates in the domain so that the inputs lie in th e unit interval [0,11. Let the nonlinear mapping from [0,1 ) to R' be denoted by f
and the value at a point x E [0,11 by f{x). We wish to construct an approximation to f which has an error of less than E: with high probability. We will
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denote the approximate function by j . We will choose the approximation
to be equal to f at N "knot" points: Xl = 0, %2, .• . , XN-h XN = 1.
will
he defined between these points by linear interpolation. IT Xi ~ X ~ Xi+h
then

i

j(x) '" f(x,)

+ (x -

x,) f(x'+I) - f(x,).
Xi+1 -

(5.1)

Xi

We will choose N and the points X i so as to keep the error below E. IT
possible, we would like to keep N as small as possible cons istent with this
requirement so as to minimize the storage space and search time requ ired
for the data structure.
Any of the data structures discussed in section 3.1 may be used to
efficiently implement evaluation of the approximation j. Given a point
x E [O, lJ we would like to quickly find the subinterval [x;, ""+II in which
it lies. To build a static structure representing using comparison based
searching, we could build a balanced binary tree with the Xi in sor ted order
as leaves. We may either directly store the value of f at each point with
the corresponding leaf and perform. the interpolation comp utation on each
retrieval (equation 5.1) or we may store the coefficients

i

(5.2)
and
b = f(x;) -

x·
•
Xi +l -

(1(",,+,) - f(x,))

(5.3)

Xi

along with the left endpoint of each interval so that we need only compute

j(x) = ax + b

(5.4)

to complete an evaluation. As was discussed in sect ion 3.1, t he t ime to find
t he correct interval is O (log, N). Because the interpolation takes time of
0(1) , the cost to evaluate j using this tech nique is o (log, N). We might
also use the address computation structures described in section 3.1 to find
the correct interval in constant time. In this case the data structure might
require us to use suboptimal intervals and so require more of them.

5.2

The required number of intervals in one dimension

Let us now discuss the number N of intervals required to keep the error
below f. Most of the mappings t hat arise in practice have a slowly vary ing
slope. For example, one typical source of nonlinearity is the t rigonometric
relat ionship between lengt hs an d ang les. T his shows up for example in relati ng joint pos itions and angles or object size and orientation. In examples
of this type a sinusoidal relationship typically causes the slop e to vary only
from 1 to -lover the entire range of the an gular variable. In many other
examples, the nonlinearity arises only as a small correction to a linear map.
In these examples as well as many others, the slop e varies slowly over the
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range of the variables. We may take account of this by assuming that the
rate of change of the slope, i.e. the second derivative of the map , is bounded
by a constant C. We will compute a number of desired quantities in terms
of this constant.
What is the maximum error in approximating a function f which satisfies

I~;,I ~ C

(5.5)

by linearly interpolating its values at the two points x

=

Xl

and x

=

X2?

The error e(x) at each point x is given by:

e(x) = f(x) - f(Xl) - (x - Xl) f(x,) - f(Xl) I.

I

X2 -

(5.6)

Xl

We would like to determine the maximum of e over all points x in the
interval for that f for which it is largest. It is clear that we can get larger
errors if e is entirely of one sign over the interval. Let us take it to be
positive. e(x) then satisfies the following:

and

e(xl) = 0,

(5.7)

e(x,) = 0,

(5.8)

Id'dxel = Id'fl
< C.
dx
2

2

(5.9)

-

Let us show that the function with the largest error has constant second
derivative -C over the range. Consider the slope of e. This must vanish
at the maximum of e and can increase at a rate no greater than C as
we approach the endpoints of the interval. The height of the peak in e
is the integral of the slope over this range. Thus we must maximize the
area under a curve of bounded slope. This maximum is achieved when the
slope equals the bound. Therefore the worst possible error is given by the
quadratic function:

e(x)

=

C

2

C

CXIX2

--x + -(Xl + x,)x - - -.
222

(5.10)

The largest error occurs at the midpoint:
Xl

+ X2

x=---

(5.11)

~(x, -

(5.12)

2

and has the value

Xl)'.
8
For this error to be less than the desired

to,

we must have:
(5.13)
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This then tells us that the largest number of intervals we could possibly
need is:
N =

1

Ix, - xII

=

rc

Y8..-

(5.14)

This grows more slowly th an the inverse of th e error as e ---+ O.
We may obtain a better estimate for t he required number of po ints if
we look in the asymptotic limit as E --+ O. In t his case, t he spacing between
neighboring points shrinks. Eventually, the samples become so dense th at
the second derivative is approximately constant between any two points.
In this case the argument ab ove gives t he spacing, where at the point x we
take C to b e !,s second der ivative at the point x. The b etter estimate is:

N(.) =

vk f ~ 1~;'ldX.

(5.15)

This ho lds even when the second derivative is not restricted to be less t han
some fixed bound. T he asympt ot ics are on ly valid, howev er, for choices of
t which get smaller and smaller for larger and larg er second deri vati ves.
It is easy to see that isolated discon tinuities in the fun ction or its derivativ es do not chan ge t he required number of knot points asymptotically. We
need on ly include two nearby po ints in the case of a discontinuity and on ly
the corner po int in t he case of a d iscont inuous cha nge in slope.
5.3

Static methods for choosing I -D k n o t points

There are several strategies for building a data structure to represent a desired mapping. In t he best of situations , a module may requ est the correct
output for arbitrary inputs . This occurs, for example , when a syste m is attempting to learn a mapping which describes the sensory result of a motor
action. By trying out the action, t he system may sense the result. Another
useful inst ance ar ises when there is a complex analyt ical description of a
desired mapping which is too time cons uming to evaluate dur ing actual
running . We might want to replace th e analytic function by an approximate mapping which can be evaluated very quickly. In this "static" case ,
th e system would be allowed a learning phase during which it evaluates
th e an alytical expression at arbitrary points. Later in th e sect ion we will
investigate t he dynamic situation in which th e system must make use of a
given random sequence of input-output pairs.
In the static case we might hope to approach t he optimal numb er of
knot points der ived in sect ion 5.2. We may, in fact, achieve this value
asymptotically for small E by mak ing a single linear sweep over t he int erval,
determining successive knot points in order. For small t th e funct ion is well
approximated over an interval by t he first three te rms in its Taylor series
approximation taken at the center of the inter val. Let us deno te t he cente r
of t he int erval of interest by :
-'-,:X,-,.-,+~l .
x = -Xn.,-+

2

(5.16)
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f is asymptotically well app roximated by:

f(x) '" f(x)

+ -dfl

dx :I:=~

d'fl
x + -1 -,
2 dx

:I:=~

x'.

(S.17)

As we have seen, when we linearly interpolate this approximation between
the va lues at the endpoints, the worst error occurs at the midpoint X. One
strategy is to probe for t he next knot point Xi+! by attempt ing to make the
following function va nish:
e.

(S.18)

To the extent t hat the approximatio n is valid, t his will give th e larges t legal
interval start ing at XQ. There are a variety of techniques for finding zeros
of functions numerically [1061. The basic idea is to use binary sea rch or
interpolation search to hop from side to side of the zero in ever sh r inking
jumps until it is approximated sufficiently accurately. We may allow for
the inaccuracies in this process by sea rching for an c slightly less than the
desired one. An approach which generalizes well to higher dimensions is to
successively halve the intervals until the approximation is good enough.
Sometimes we will be interested not in finding an approximation to
within a fixed error but rather in finding the best approximation possible
with given resources (such as memory space). This is probably t he task
t hat ne ural systems face, where a fixed number of neurons must be used to
accomplish tasks as well as possible. As we saw above, given N po ints we
sho uld distr ibute t hem accor ding to t he dist r ibut ion:

v p(x) =
where

l/

v~ I~;'I.

(S.19)

is chosen to satisfy t he normalization constraint :
N = v

J.' p(x)dx .

(S.20)

We may apply the techn ique which was introduced in the context of probability distributions in section 3.4 to t his situation. The idea is to est imate
p(x) using an input sample and to base the partition of the interval on this
estimate. There are a var iety of numerical techniques which may be used
to estimate p(x) using values of the function at points in a neighborhood
of the point where t he estimate is des ired.
The sim plest approach to choosi ng knot points would beg in by est imating p(x) at m points y, evenly spaced in t he int erval. We would t hen
comp ute R , the sum of p in all inte rvals:
m

R=

I>(Y,).
i=1

(S.21)
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We would then parcel out knot points to intervals according to the density
of p that they contain. Let us denote the number of points assigned to
interval i by N i • The following expression gives each successive N, in terms
of the previous ones:

I:Nij.

(5.22)

i= 1

The N i may be uniformly distributed in their int ervals to give the knot
points.
As we saw in section 3.3 , we may do better by estimating p(x) with more
points in regions where it is larger . We may accomplish t his by recursively
decomposing the interval into halves which are expected to have an equal
number of kno t points. The estimation and decomposition procedure is
repeated until there ar e N intervals. Because the same number of sam ples
is taken from each of the segments of the partition at a given level of
recursion, smaller segments (which have a higher density of p) will h ave a
larger sample density than large segm ents.
Incremental methods. A module will ofte n have to form the data
st ruct ure representing a mapping without hav ing control over the inputoutput pairs it is presented with. In t his case the structure must be built incrementally as the poi nts a rrive. The most straightforward approach wou ld
simply store each input point in the data st ruct ur e along with the corresponding output. When an inp ut request arrives, the two closest stored
inputs would be retrieved and their corresponding outputs used to interpo late. Any of the dynamic data st ruct ures suggested in section 3.1 could
be used to maintain the points. If the inp uts are random, a simple binary
t ree is pro bab ly sufficient in practic e, but it may need occas ionally to be
reb uilt to maintain b alance .
If th e inputs are r andomly chosen from a uni form d istribut ion th en we
can est imate the number of inputs needed to achieve a certain accuracy. In
equ ation (5.14) we gave the maximum number N of un iform sized inte rvals
t h at cou ld be requ ired to achieve a desired accuracy of G / 8f.. In section
3.3 we showed that th e average number of samp les nee ed to choose one
from each of N equ ally likely bins is less than N (In N + 1). T he average
number of samples needed to obt ain an error b ound of f. is t herefore less
than

i

rc ( !:.In
C + 1) .
VB,
2 8,

(5.23 )

A t echn ique to adapt ively st ore mor e p oints in regions where th ey are
need ed is to first te st each input-out put pair t o see if t he current st ructure
predicts the out put to within th e desired error limit. The pai r is added to
th e data structure only if t he current struct ure does not predict it su fficiently well. Fas te r convergence may b e obtained if the error req uirement
a pair must satis fy to avoid inclusion is mo re stringent than t he desi red
error requirement . A good cho ice is to require prediction to with in e/2 for
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exclusion. For mappings well approximated by linear ones, this technique
can drastically cut down on the number of stored points.
When the sam ple distribution is non-uniform, we may wish to know how
many samples ar e required to get prediction within e with high probability.
We saw in section 3.3, that if we draw 2h(N + In h) points, then of the N
bins, the probability the missed bins have a combined probability greater
than h - 1 is less than h- 1 • If we want the error to be less than e on all
but a part of t he space which h as probability less than. with a probability
greater than 1 - e, we need only use

~-2 e-

'/2 - 2 lne

•

(5.24)

samples. Note that t h is is typically la rger than t he average number requ ired
when the d ist ribu tion is uni form.

5.4:

Multi-dimensional mappings

The k-dimensional situation is very similar to the one-dimensional one. We
will approximate a smooth nonlinear mapping from one multi-dimensional
space to another as a piecew ise linear mapping. The input space will be
decomposed into regions on which the approximation is linear. We saw in
section 4 that the n nearest neighbors of a query point in a stored set of N
points could be found in average t ime log, N + n by using k-d trees. This
result suggests t he first approach. We store a collection of input-output
pairs using a k-d tree. To process a query point, we beg in by finding its
k+ 1 nearest neighbors. The approximate output value at t he query point is
given by linear interpolation be tween t he output values at these k + 1 nearest neighbors. Linear interpolatio n on a k dimensional space is desc ribed
by a constant offset and k x k matrix for each component of t he output vector. The interpolant may be computed from the stored va lues by standard
techniques (e.g. reference [106]). We may either explicitly compute t he
interpolation coefficients for each region at query time or precompute them
and store them along with the sample points. An intermediate choice is to
initially compute interpolants when queries demand them, but to cache the
computed results. For large k the number of regions may make this storage
prohibitively ex pensive.
Number of points. The analysis of the required number of stored data
points is quite analogous to the one-dimensional case. The k + 1 nearest
points to a query typically define a simplex [i.e, a generalized tetrahedron)
surrounding t he point . As in the one-dimensional case, given a bound on
the second derivatives, we wou ld like to est ima te how many sto red points
are needed to achieve an er ror bou nd of e. Let us again denote by C t he
bo und on the second deri vative of the output vector when comp u ted along
any straight line in the input space. For real-valued outp uts, C will b e
t he largest eigenvalue of t he Hessian ma t rix of t he mapping. For a given
choice of k + 1 points, the error e(x) representing t he difference between
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the original mapping and the linear ap proximation is a function with t he
same second derivative bound C which vanishes at the points in question.
The error is a distance in the output space, the const ant C is t he ratio
of a distance in the output space to th e square of a distance in the input
space , and th e scale d of the stored points is a distance in t he input space.
Dimensional an alysis immediately tells us t hat t he scale d needed mus t
be of order f / C. The maximum number of st ored points needed in k
dim ensions is t herefore N - lid' - (C/ f)' !'.
To work ou t a specific example, let us assume t hat t he stored points lie
on t he ver tices of a uniform grid with linear spacing d. In t his case, t he
sets of po int s wit h t he same k + 1 nearest neighbors (called t he faces of t he
k th ord er Voronoi d iagram [12lJ) within a grid cube are t he 2' subcubes of
side dJ2 made by partitioning th e grid cube in half along each dim ensi on.
The function wit h t he maximum error inside one of t hese subcube s h as t h is
maximum at t he cente r of the grid cube. We may bound t he erro r by first
bounding t he va lue at the center of the k - 1 simplex determined by taking
all but the closest vertex. In this simp lex, the max imum has zero first
derivat ive a nd so we may use the same method as was used above for t he
on e-dimensional case. Once we compute th e maximum at t he cente r of th e
simp lex, we can bound the growth along th e diagon al of th e cube starting
at th e closest corne r , passing th rough the center of th e simpl ex and finally
reaching the maximum value at the center of th e cube. Carrying out these
calcu lations gives the bound

V

(5.25)
Not ice t hat wh en k = 1 we get t he one-dimensiona l bound. In the uni t
cube t her e are N = l/d k """ f.- k! 2 of these grid cubes as f. vani shes . Making
estimates exact ly as in t he one- dimensiona l case shows that in an average
of order
-

f.-k/2 I n f.

(5.26)

samples, we will have dr awn one from each grid cub e. For nonuniform
distributions we may bound the pro bability of having this density of samp les
as above.
Cheaper versions . A coarser, but cheaper, alternative to linearly
interpolating between the k + 1 nearest neighbors is to use t he same linear
approximation throughout an entire leaf region of the k-d tree. If the
leaves contain more than k + 1 points, t hen th e linea r approx imation may
be chosen to be a least squ ar es fit. In t his case, th e matrices and offsets
could naturally be stored in t he leaf. An approximation err or could be
maintained and when it exceeds a pr eset thresh old, th e leaf could be split .
We may eit her sp lit leaves by cu tting acro ss t he dir ection in wh ich t he
est imate d second derivative is largest, or , as in section 4, we may split the
leaf along the longest dimension, to yield roughly cubical leaves. As in
t he one-dimensional case , we may assume that the samp le points are all
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presented at once, and we may build an approx ima te ly op timal t ree by
recursive split ting or incrementally adding sa mples, inclu ding t hem only
when th ey are not already predicted sufficiently well.
An even cheaper version would just assign to a point t he same out put
as its nearest ne ighbor. A more refined vers ion would ass ign t he average
(perhaps weighted by a function of distan ce) of t he n nearest neighb ors.
Since t he kth order Voronoi diagram ty pically has ma ny more regions t han
sample points, we get a finer approximation to th e funct ion wit hout t he
expe nse of interpolation.
Learning the gr aph. There is ano th er approac h to learning, rep resenting, and evaluat ing mappings. In mathematic s it is common to repl ace
a mapping from I to 0 by its graph, a surface in t he pro duct space I x O.
This product space has a dim ension which is t he sum of the d imens ions
of I and O . Each of its points represents a pair of points in t he origina l
spaces, one from I and one from O. An input-outpu t training pair is t hus
a point in I x O . We may store the training points by decomposing th e
whole product space I x 0 with a k-d tree. To find th e output corresponding to a new input, we use the mixed nearest neighb or and ran ge search
technique discu ssed in section 4.3. This version is ca pa ble of learning relationships which are not mappings, and allow one inpu t to corr espond to
several outputs.

5.5

Applications of mapping modu les

T here are a variety of important ap plicat ions for piecewise linear map ping
modules. These include lear ning geometric relationships, projecting out
unwant ed informat ion, comb ining data from d ifferent sources, and learnin g
to predic t spatial and temporal sequences.
Object and state recogn it io n. Many recogn ition t asks must dea l
wit h objects t hat have d ifferent states. Sometimes one wants to identify a
sp ecific object inde pendent of its state an d sometimes one wants to identify
the state independent of t he specific object. For example, speech recognition t ries to classify words independent of the speaker , while speaker
recognition tries to classify the speaker independent of the sp eech. Similar dichotomies are evident in problems such as handwri t ing recognition
versus handwriter recognit ion, face identification vers us facial express ion
iden tification, determination of illumination versus determ ina t ion of surface refiectivity, identification of textures indep end ent of viewing geome try
versus using identification of the geometry from the text ure variation, identification of object color versus illumination color , etc . An imp ortant class
of smoot h nonlinear mappings projects out one of these components to give
the other. Often what is thrown away in one of the pr ojecti ons is exact ly
what is kept in the other. For example, in sp eech recognition one might
want to do time warping and pitch renormalization to convert a spoken
word into a more speaker independent form . The parame ters of th is transformation may be excellent clues as to the identity of t he spe aker . Similarly,
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one might translate, rotate and scale t he image of an object to put it into
a can onic al form for recognit ion. T he paramete rs of this transformat ion
identify t he geometric placement of th e object. The mappin gs wh ich p erform these proj ections are a very important class an d the algorithms in this
section coul d be use d to learn t hem. We are currently bu ilding a system
based on t hese modules wh ich bo t h learns to discriminat e textures and to
extract geometric information from t he var iation of a single texture [57J.
Sequence p rediction . A vitally impo r tant task for biological organisms is t he predicti on of sp atial an d temporal pat terns . Much be havior cons ists of p erforming appropriate ac ti ons after perc eivin g sequences of eve nts.

This includes communicat ive functions su ch as speech an d birdsong and locomo tive functions su ch as walking and swimmi ng . Similarly, mu ch of the
activity of science consists of forming mo dels to make pr ediction s ab out
future events on th e basis of observed data . Reference [32] will report on
indep endent work wh ich shows that piecewise linear map s can be used in
pr ediction of physical syste ms . The nonlinear mapping mod ules d iscussed
in t his section can learn to p erform predicti on if they are presented with
several successive states in a sequence as their inpu ts . If a sequ ence is pred ictable on the bas is of t he pr esented num ber of states, then t he simple
learning algori t hms discussed above will produce a piecewise linear predictor for it . If th ere are several "branches" which a sequence may take,
depending on information not available in the observed previous states,
then we may use the graph learning technique t o obtain a comp lete list of
likely predictions in any st ate. This type of system can in particular be used
to represent and learn the behavior of determinist ic and non-deterministic
finite state machi nes. It wou ld be interesting to investigate wheth er t h is
kind of mechan ism is su fficient for grammar acquis it ion.
Informat ion comb inat ion . A final application for map ping modules
is lear ning to com bine mul tiple sour ces of informati on optimally. Much of
the per ceptual informat ion used in machin e vision, for example, is intrinsically ambiguous wh en taken alon e. It appears that the ambiguity in one
mod ality may be resolved by information from other modalities. For exampl e, there are a lar ge number of visual cues for ext ract ing object shape
including sh ading, contour, texture, surface contour , motion, and ste reopsis . A fundament ally important task is to comb ine th ese different kinds of
information in computing a n interpretation of an ima ge. Current attemp ts
at do ing this tend to simply use rath er ad hoc weighted voting schemes ,
but one wou ld really like a system to learn the ap prop riate response to
different combinations of inputs. T he mapping mod ules described in this
section ap pear ideal for t his task .
6.

Undirected d iscr et e modules: category forma tion

In this section we discuss undirected algorit hms which pr oduce a discrete
set 0 of outputs. Let us denote the numb er of non-null outputs a module
01. The set of inputs which produce a given output may be
can produce by 1
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th ought of as a class or a category. T hese modules mus t create categories on
t he bas is of the observed statis tics of th eir inputs. T his type of task is often
called clus tering. We wou ld like the regions correspon ding to ea ch catego ry
to be rou ghly cub ical and to divide up the input probability distribution
even ly. We would like enough out puts so that the proba bility dens ity in
each regio n is a pproxima tely un iform. T hese a re almost exactly the goals
for the k-d t ree leaves described in sect ion 3.4. Thus th e process of bu ild ing
a k-d tr ee gives a natu ral clustering algorit hm if we con sider t he po int s in
the leaf regions as clusters.
S hrin k a nd split . In pra ctic e, we will often want to use t he va ria nt
suggested in section 4 in wh ich t he leaf hyper-re ct angl es a re shrunk to a
size given by the criteria in sect ion 3.3. T he leaf regions will t hen demarca te t he high prob ability po rtion of t he input space. T he fineness of the
demarcation is determined by t he number of samples and t he de pt h of t he
k-d tree. In fact , t he shr unken regions at each level of the k- d t ree are a
natural hierarchical clustering of the input spac e. We ca ll t h is ap proach to
hierarchical representation th e shrink an d split technique.
Image analy sis. We have found th e shr ink and spli t tec hnique to be
useful in the analysis of images [971 . Using t he par tial summat ion techniq ue
discussed in section 3.2, pa rtit ionin g and shr inking ope rations ca n be done
in logarithmic time. We have bu ilt an op tical character reader wh ich finds
th e rectangula r boxes sur round ing characters by using t his kind of struct ure. We are also bu ild ing a sys te m for understanding line drawings wh ich
uses the technique to obtain a hiera rch ical rep resent at ion of a drawing.
C olor maps. Re feren ce [48] uses a similar technique to find a n op ti ma l
color map for a color image. T he colors in the image a re histogrammed in
t he th ree-dimensio na l color space. A k-d t ree is bu ilt over t he color space
based on t he histogram, and color map representat ives are chosen from t he
leaves. Use of t he part ial summation technique presented in sect ion 3.2
could probably sp eed up the t ree construction in this algorithm substantially. Refe rence [99] uses a similar technique to analyse histograms and to
imp lement high dimensiona l Houg h transforms .
Speech coding. The techniq ue of vector quanti zation, wh ich is widely
used in speech coding, compression, and recogni tion [751 qua nt izes a t ime
series by decomposing t he space coordinatized by successive samples into
regions wh ich are labelled by codes. A p owerful body of theory has been
develop ed to analyse op timal quant izatio n cho ices but it appea rs that algorithms based on k-d tree variants could sp eed up many pro cedu res substant ially. T hey could be used both to decompose the space into quantization
reg ions and t o code and decode entries.
Minimal spanning t ree s . There are several useful clustering techniq ues based on t he Euclidean minimal spanning tree of t he set of inp ut
poi nts [1431 . This is the tree whose st raight line edges jo ining all the points
in the set have a total lengt h smaller than or equal to that of any other
su ch tree. References {15,91] discuss the use of k-d t rees to construct t he
Euclidean minimal spanning tree over N nodes in average t ime of order
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N log2 N independent of the dimension k. T he algorithm is based on Prim's
which considers edges joining pairs of points in order of increasing length.
An edge is added to the partially constructed tree if it does not create a
closed loop . The result ing tree joins all the points and is the minimal spanni ng tree. The k-d tree algor it hms make use of the fast nearest neighbor
a bility to choose the next edge.
A natural way to cluster points in a Euclidean space depends on a real
parameter. Given a parameter value, join all pairs of points which are
closer to each other than this value, and consider the clusters to be the
connected components of the resulting graph. A hierarchical structure is
introduced as the parameter is varied from infinity down to zero. Clusters
break into two when the parameter goes be low the sho rtest edge jo in ing
the two halves. It is easy to see that the critical edges in this process are
exactly the minimal spanning tree edges . Thus the hierarch ical pattern
of clusters can be determined directly from the minimal spanning tree by
removing edges in order 1 from longest to shortest. In the next section we
will discuss mappings which preserve the minimal spanning tree of a set of
points.

7.

Undirected continuous modules: self-organization

We come finally to modules whose behaviors are analogous to neural net works mo dels wh ich exh ibit self organization. The outputs that these modu les produce are continuous in character and the mapping that they implement is determined by the distribution of inputs. We will discuss algorithms for two particularly interesting behaviors. In the first kind, the
output space has the same dimension as the input space and the mapp ing
imposes a distortion that tends to make the probability dens ity uniform.
In the seco nd kind, t he output space has a lower dimension t han the input
space an d t he mapping attempts t o preserve the neighborhoo d relationsh ips
of h igh-proba bili ty regions.
7.1

Probability equalization modules

There are a variety of applications for modules which equalize the probability of states in their output spaces. In systems composed of many modules,
such mod ules adjust the internal representation of states so that most of
th e inp ut space of later modules is focused on inpu ts that occur with sizab le probability. T his renormalization also makes t he Euc lidean distance
metric used by later modules in nearest neighbor calcu lations act mo re like
a conceptual distance than an arbitrary coordinate distance. A well-known
feature of human psychology is that people are better able to discriminate
between pairs of items, like faces or speech sounds, which have been repeatedly encountered than between those which have not. An equalizing
mapp ing makes the probability of a region approximately equal to its volume. Info rmation t heory te lls us that a process wh ich loca lizes states to
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fixed volumes gets the maximal amount of information when the probability
distribution is uniform.
Histogram equalization. In one dimension, the probability equalization operation is often called histogram equalization and is widely used in
image processing. In this application, the appearance of a monochrome image can often be greatly improved by mapping its intensity values so that
the number of pixels with each possible intensity is roughly equal. The
standard technique begins by histogramming the intensities of the pixels.
Dividing the total number of pixels by the number of intensities gives the
number of pixels that should have each intensity in the final image. A single
sequential pass through the histogram is made, partitioning the old intensities every time a bin's worth of pixels is passed. This process will join
weakly-represented intensities into a single intensity and spread the pixels
of strongly-represented ones among several intensities. Several heuristics
have been introduced to split up a large number of pixels representing a single intensity value [103] . This procedure is particularly effective in lowering
the intensity resolution of an image with as little degradation as possible.
There are several algorithmic approaches one might take to probability equalization in higher dimensions. We will present two that have the
advantage of extreme algorithmic simplicity and efficiency. The first technique is based on the adaptive grid structure and is continuous. The second
technique is based on k-d trees and does a better job of equalization but
can be slightly discontinuous along some edges.
Grid equalization. If we have an adaptive grid, whose cells have been
chosen so as to have approximately equal probability, we can achieve equalization by merely mapping the cell with label (i 1 , . . . , i d ) to the cell with
the same label in a uniform grid. The hyper-rectangular regions within a
cell are linearly mapped into the hyper-cubical cells of the uniform grid.
This mapping is clearly continuous and piecewise linear and it equalizes
probability to the extent that the original grid regions were of equal probability. Notice that the mapping may be described by done-dimensional
equalization mappings; one applied to each of the coordinates. The density
that one of these mappings equalizes is the total density projected to the
relevant coordinate. The final density that is produced by this operation
has uniform projections to each of the coordinate axes. Unfortunately, iterating the procedure does not improve the equalization performance of this
technique.
K-d equalization. A k-d tree may also be viewed as a k-d trie by
ignoring the discrimination values stored at each node and only taking
account of the stored dimension numbers. A k-d tree cuts a hyper-rectangle
so that half the probability is on each side of the cut. A k-d trie cuts a
hyper-rectangle so that half the volume is on each side of the cut. If we
create a balanced tree, then each leaf of a k~d tree contains the same amount
of probability, while each leaf of a k-d trie contains the same volume. The
probability equalization mapping which we are proposing here sends the
points in each leaf in the k-d tree to points in the corresponding leaf in
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the k-d trie with the same structure. The hyper-rectangles are mapped by
linearly scaling each dimension appropriately. We have seen that k-d tree
leaves are approximately cubical with a volume inversely proportional to
the probability density they contain. If p varies smoothly, then neighboring
k-d tree leaves will undergo approximately the same transformation and
the mapping will be approximately continuous along the edge joining the
leaves. In practice, to find the image of point under the mapping, we first
search for it in the k~d tree. We need to produce the d components of the
output point. At a particular node in the traversal of the k-d tree, if the
dimension number is i, then whether we go left or right determines the
next bit in the ith component of the output. When we finally reach the
leaf, we need merely tack the binary expansions of the relative position of
the point along each dimension of the leaf hyper-rectangle onto the ends of
the partially specified output components. This operation is very fast, and
does a good job of equalizing probability. The mapping produced is oneto-one and onto (assuming that the boundaries of the leaves are handled
correctly) and quite close to continuous if there are enough leaves in the
k-d tree.

7.2

Dimension reduction

There are many uses for a module which reduces the dimension of a space
while preserving as many of the neighborhood relationships between high
probability regions as possible. As we discussed in section 5.5, there is a
need to combine data from different modules throughout intelligent systems . A natural approach is view the output of two modules as a single
point in the product of the two output spaces. The dimension of this product space is the sum of the dimensions of the original two output spaces.
To keep the input spaces from getting larger and larger in successive layers
of modules, we need to reduce the dimension of the space while preserving
the important relationships within it. A more mundane use for these algorithms is to collapse multi-dimensional data structures to two dimensions
so that their contents may be viewed on a screen or page.
K-d tree approach. A simple approach to dimension reduction uses
a k-d trie decomposition of the input sp ace. The idea is to identify some
subset of the input dimensions with each output dimension. We reinterpret
the k-d trie decomposition of I as a k-d trie decomposition of 0 by replacing
each split dimension with the corresponding ou tput dimension. To find
the output coordinates of an input point, we traverse the tree, at each
juncture adding bits to the corresponding output coordinate value. Finally,
we project the input leaf region onto the output leaf region to get the low
order bits of the output coordinates. This approach preserves much of
the hierarchical and neighborhood structure determined by the original
partition. Nested node regions in the input space are still nested and pairs
formed by splitting a region in the input correspond to pairs formed by
splitting the corresponding region in the output.
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Category representation . Another use for dimension reduction arises
in the categorization modules described in section 4. Modules which categorize their inputs as belonging to one of M disjoint subsets of the input
space must choose an encoding for outputting the category. The most
straightforward encoding simply labels t he M classes with integers from
one to M without regard to any structure possessed by the classes. A sim ilar encoding would utilize M output lines , each one representing one class.
These encodings ignore any relationships that exist among the classes. IT
there is a metric on the input space, we may define a notion of which classes
are near to which other classes . If the encoding preserves aspects of these
relationships, later modules can use them. One approach to imp lementing
such an encoding chooses a representative point in each of the classes whose
coordinates are output when a class is chosen. ITthese representatives are
typically situated in their classes, the metric relationships between them
will be representative of those between the classes. The disa dvantage of
this scheme is that it preserves the dimensionality of the input space. The
dimension reduction technique presented above does an exce llent job of reducing this dimensionality if the k-d trie is built so t hat each leaf contains
only one classification point. It is of interest, though, to determine theoretical limits on the preservation of the metric relationships between a set
of points under dimension reduction.
Two-dimenslonal representations. There are a variety of indications that two-dimensional encodings are particularly important in biological nervous systems. The major pathways from sensory systems to the
cortex, from the cortex to motor systems, and from one cortical area to
another are made up of parallel bundles of nerve fibers which tend to preserve topographic relationships from one end to the other. Such ordered
projections are presumably easy to grow and to specify genetically. When
such parallel bundles are used to transmit information from one region to
ano ther, the data is represented in the pattern of activity across its twodimensional cross section. Because of the limited extent of the dendritic
arborization of the neurons receiving input from this bundle, ne ighboring
fibers will tend to activate similar responses. T he metric st ruct ure of three
dimensional space may wen impose itself on t he neighborhood relations between represented concepts. As we discussed in section 2, the neocortex
itse lf is a two-dimensional sheet organized into two-dimensional areas.
The three-dimensional nature of the world also causes much of an animal's sensory input to be naturally two-d imensional. An an imal has a
two-dimensional bounding skin enclosing its body and the somatic sensory
inp ut is organized in te rms of this two-dimensional topography. Visual input arrives along the two-dimens ional sphere of rays centered at th e lens of
the eye and is focused on the two-d imensional sheet of photoreceptors making up the retina. This two dimensional topography is preserved (t hough
distorted) in the surface of t he lateral geniculate nucle us and the first few visual areas of cortex. A numb er of two-dimensional maps are superimposed
in the superior colliculus. Audi tory information about the direction of a
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sound source is two dimensional for the same reason that visual directions
are. The different directions in which t he eye can point are represented in
a two dimensional map which is aligned with the auditory and visual maps.
Even in cases where t here is no obvious geometric reason for it , informat ion is often represented in two-dimensional form. In speech understanding,
t he vowels naturally decompose t he two dimensional space coordinatized
by the freque ncies of the first two formant s of a sound. Similarly, distinct
colors naturally decompose a two-dimensional space (which is linearly independent of overall intensity) . In t he primary visual cortex, orientation
appears to be mapped against occu lar dominance to form two dimensional
patches (hypercolumns) which code for combinations of these two quantities.
Collapsing minimal spanning t rees. It is intuitively clear that the
ne ighborhood relations of a two-dimensional representation are much more
ab le to represent complex relationships than t hose of a one-dimensional
representation. The question naturally arises as to what extent higher
dimensional relationships can be encoded in two dimensions. We saw in
section 6 t hat the minimal spanning tree of a collection of points is useful
in describing how the points are clus tered. Given M points in n dimensional space, to what extent can we find corresponding M points in two
dimens ions, such that the spanning t rees are the same? Points in n dimensions which are j oined by a minimal spanning tree arc should correspond
to points in two dimensions which are jo ined in t he two-dimensional minima l spanning tree. We will show that any collection of M points in an n
dimensional space, with a Euclidean minimal spanning tree whose vertices
each have degree less than 6, may be projected onto M points in the plane
such t hat t he Euclidean minimal spanning trees are taken to one another.
We will prove this theorem by induction on the number of vertices M.
The induct ive statement is that an ar bitrary tree whose vertices each have
degree less than six can be embedded in the plane as a Euclidean minimal
spanning tree in such a way that given pos itive real numbers d and £ and
a spec ified vertex v of degree less than five, the vertex v is placed at the
po int (d, 0), t he entire tree lies inside a circle of rad ius £ centered at (d,0)
and v is the closest point in the t ree to the origin (0,0). IT we can prove
the inductive hypothesis, we will have proven the t heorem by choosing the
tree to be the desi red minimal spanning t ree in n dimensions. We place
one of the leaves of the t ree at the origin. t1 is chosen to be the parent
of that leaf. Since the original tree had degree less than six, without the
chosen leaf v has degree less than five. Inductively, the tree minus the leaf
may be placed in a disc centered at (0,1) as a Euc lidean minimal spanning
tree in such a way that the origin is closer to v t han any other vertex.
By Prim's algorithm for minimal spanning t ree construction 121the whole
Euclidean min imal spanning tree is obtained by adjoining the origin to v
as des ired. T he base case for t he induction is trivial. IT the tree has only a
single vertex, assign it to th e point (d,O) and all conditions are satisfied.
To establish t he induction, we must construct a planar embedding of
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the tree obeying the inductive conditions based only on the existence of
such embeddings for strict subtrees. Without loss of generality we assume
that the degree of the chosen vertex v is four. The lower degrees proceed in
an identical manner but are simpler. If we view v as the root of the tree, it
has four subtrees as children. We will inductively assume that each of these
children can be embedded with parameters which are to be determined. In
particular, we will force each of these five subtrees to lie entirely within
its own disc of radius t:2 which will be determined as we proceed. Each
disc will be centered at a distance f./2 from v. As long as f.2 < f./ 2 , the
entire tree will then lie inside the desired radius f disc. We must choose
the angular placement of the subtrees and the bound ea in such a way that
each subtree is closer to v than to any of the other subtrees and that the
origin is closer to v than to any of the subtrees.
Let us first ensure that no part of the discs containing the subtrees is
closer to the origin than v [i.e. than the distance d). It would be easy to
impose this requirement if we forced the subtree discs to lie to the right
of the vertical line x = d. Unfortunately this does not leave enough room
to make the discs farther from each other than from v. We will therefore
allow the discs to extend an angle 'Y beyond the line x = d both abo ve and
below v. We must choose "1 so that no point of any disc is closer than v to
the origin. We will first impose the requirement that f.2 < f./ 4. Then the
subtree discs lie inside an annulus defined by the circles of radius t: /4 and
3f./4. The portion of this annulus, bounded by "1 which is closest to the
origin is on the inner radius (Le. f/4) and at the angle 'Y from the vertical.
The cosine rule shows that this point is a distance d from the origin [l.e.
the same distance as v) when sin"1 = f./8d. Since sin "1 < "1 for positive
angles, we may choose "1 = f./8d.
We now choose the angular positions of the centers of the four discs. We
need to leave room so that the entire outer two discs stay within "1 of the
vertical and the angle between the centers of the discs must be larger than
"If/3 (otherwise we cannot fulfill the distance requirement between discs).
We choose to center the uppermost disc at an angle 3f./ 32d counterclockwise
from vertica l and the next three centers at successive clockwise angles of
"If /3+f/16d. This places the last disc also at an angle of 3f/32 from vertical.
Finally, we must choose the radii t:2 so that the two requirements are
fulfilled. The outermost discs stay inside of the line defined by 'Y if ez <
(f/2) sin(f/32d) . We also need to ensure that the distance between the
closest points in two discs is larger than the largest distance from a point
in a disc to v. If the angle between disc centers had been 1r /3, they would
have formed equilateral triangles with v and the distanc e between them
would have been f/2. Since the actual angle is "If/3 + f/ 16d, t he distance
is larger . Let us denote the amount by which it is larger bye. The closest
points on two discs are then t:/2+€-2t:2 apart. The largest distance from v
to a disc poi nt is f/2+f, . We get the required relationship if f, < e/3. Thus
by choosi ng f, to be the smallest of the inequalities we have given for it, all
requirements are satisfied. By Prim's minimal spann ing tree algorithm , the
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minimal spanning tree of the point set we have defined will be isomorphic
to the original given tree. This completes the induction.
It is easy to see that no graph with a vertex of degree 7 or two neighboring vertices of degree 6 can be properly embedded. Similar results hold
for embedding minimal spanning trees in other dimensions. The requisite
bound on degree is determined by the properties of sphere packing in the
given dimension.
8.

Parallel algorithms

One of the apparent advantages to performing computations with neural
networks is their natural parallelism. Each network unit performs its computation based only on its current inputs and each unit can proceed independently of the others. The idea appears particularly attractive because
the function performed by individual units is very simple. This suggests
that it should be possible to inexpensively build large arrays of units. Unfortunately, the completely interconnected networks used in most models
are not practical to build when the number of units is large. In this section we will show that there are parallel algorithms for architectures with
large numbers of simple components which are capable of implementing the
efficient algorithms we have described in previous sections. The speedup
over a direct neural network implementation is almost proportional to the
number of processors. It thus appears that for a given amount of hardware,
one may do much better than direct emulation of neural networks.
There is a natural way to build a coarsely paralleIized implementation
of the systems built from efficient modules that we have been discussing.
We simply assign a processor to each module or to a set of modules and
the pattern of communication between processors is exactly the pattern
of interconnection of the modules. A major problem with many parallel
computers is that the amount of time spent communicating data between
processors completely swamps the time spent doing useful computations.
One advantage of modular networks is that the paths of communication
are well defined and sparse, and there is a fairly large amount of work to
be done within a module for each piece of data that is input or output.
To get a higher degree of parallelism, we must parallelize the function
of a single module. We will show how to parallelize the basic operations
we have discussed when there are O(N) queries to be handled using O(N)
simple processors which together store a data structure with O(N) pieces
of data.
8.1

Routing, sorting, and parallel prefix

There are many different designs for massively parallel machines with a
large number of simple processors connected by a fairly dense interconnection network [9,49,131,119,104). There are three fundamental parallel
operations that most of these machines can support well and which form
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useful primitives for designing and implementing parallel algorithms. The
technique of "virtual processors" [1291allows individual processors to transparently simulate any number of processors. In this way, the three operations described here can be implemented to work with any number of
elements.
Perhaps the most basic operation is routing, whereby a piece of data
in one processor is transferred to another processor whose address is specified along with the data. A routing algorithm must resolve the inevitable
collisions which occur when many pieces of data are simultaneously transferred. Most designs use a variant of the algorithms proposed in [134,701
which take logarithmic average time.
The second important parallel operation is sorting. One of the first
algorithms for this task is the Betcher sort [9J, which takes log; N time
but is very efficient to implement on hypercube, shuffle-exchange and cubeconnected cycles networks. More recent sorts take logarithmic time [22,1081
and appear to be amenable to practical implementation.

The final operation has come to be known as the parallel prefix ope ration {67,66,119]. It takes an associative binary operation e and a vector
of elements drawn from the domain of the operation, and produces the
vector of all prefixes of the given vector combined using the given operation. Prefixing E& over the vector (A,B,C,D,E) results in the vector
(A,A Ell B,A Ell B Ell G,A Ell B Ell G Ell D,A Ell B Ell G Ell D Ell E) . By making different cho ices for ED, a variety of useful operations can be put into
this form. There are several logarithmic time implementations of prefix
and it can be implemented very efficiently on the standard interconnection
networks. For example, on the Connection Machine computer, a parallel
prefix operation using the underlying hypercube connections is as fast as
a single random routing operation 1129]. A simple general implementation
uses log:/: N routing stages. At the tth stage the ith processor sends its current partial result forward to the i + 2f - 1th processor where it is combined
using ED with the partial result that is already there.
Useful choices for EB include "minimum" or "maximum" to find the
largest or smallest elements and "plus" to sum elements. Given a vector
composed of ones and zeroes in which the ones mark t he elements of a set,
prefixing "plus" will enumerate the elements of th e set. By first enumerating a set and then routing the set elements, treating th e enumeration value
as an address, we may pack the elements of a set into consecutive processors. If the binary operation is chosen to be A Ell B = A, t hen parallel prefix
will spread the value of the first element of a vector to all elements. If the
elements have two components, the second of which is Boolean valued and
treated as a marker, a similar operation can be constructed to sp read values
or combine them within the ranges of consecutive processors delineated by
the markers.
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8.2

Parallel module im p lem ent a t ion

Let us now consider the parallel implementation of some of the data structures underlying the adaptive modules described in previous sec t ions . We
begin with a coarse decomposition of t he data and the queries which is
appropriate for a system with an intermediate number of fairly pow erful
processors. We t hen consider algorithms appropriate for a system with a
large number of very simple processors.
If the input requests are distributed over the input space according to

the same distribution as stored data, it is natural to assign a processor to
each leaf bucket in a structure which has as many equiprobable leaf buckets
as there are processors. Assume the incoming queries are distributed randomly to the processors. Each processor uses the addresses of the queries it
receives to compute the address of the processor corresponding to the bin
that the query should be assigned to . A routing operation can then send
all the queries to their correct bins. Because the inputs are distributed according to the same distribution as the data, and the bins are equiprcbable,
each processor will receive approximately the same workload. Internally,
the processors use serial algorithms to process the queries according to a
further decomposition of the bin they represent. This technique is tunable
to any degr ee of parallelism by choosing the number of bins represented by
processors.
IT the queries are not well described by the stored data distribution,
then the above scheme can end up with a few processors handling all the
work while others are idle. This is more and more likely to happen as the
number of processors increases and the decomposition of the space becomes
finer. Let us see how by combining the three fundamental operations, we
can distribute the work over all the processors, no matter how the queries
are distributed.
Let us begin with t he one-dimensional case. Assume that the input
space is an interval wh ich is bro ken into N bins. T hese are represented by
"bin descriptors" which contain t he left coordinate of t he bin and the va lue
which should be returned when an input key falls into the bin. The technique described abov e would assign a bin to each processor along with its
valu e. When there are many queries that fall into a bin, the corresponding
processor becomes a serial bottleneck. The t echnique we use here begins by
sorting the bin descriptors by coordinate together with the key values of the
queries. ITwe assume that descriptors are less t han queries with t he same
key value, then we end up with all queries that fall in a given bin residing in
consecutive processors headed by the bin descriptor. We make up a vector
which contains the value to be returned in those processors which contain a
bin descriptor and a special value "null" in those processors which contain
a query. The parallel prefix operation which sets A EB B to A if B is "null"
and to B otherwise, will spread the return values from each bin descriptor
to all query elements which lie in that bin. IT query elements have retained
their initial addresses, then a routing operation returns them there along
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with the correct value to return. Notice that as many processors are devoted to a bin as there are queries which fall into that bin (plus one for
the bin descriptor). If all queries fall into a single bin, almost all processor
resources are devoted to that bin.
Almost the same technique works when we use an adaptive gr id to
decompose a multi-dimensional space. We again use a descriptor for each
grid element. The first step sorts these together with the queries on the
basis of the first component of the key. This will split the processors into
segments corresponding to the decomposition of the first coordinate. Each
segment begins with descriptors for all the grid elements with a given first
coordinate. In the next stage, we would like to sort elements on their second
coordinate separately within each segment. This partitions the processors
even more finely, on the basis of the first two coordinates. Proceed ing in this
manner, we end up with each bin in the grid represented by a consecutive
set of processors beginning with the descriptor and followed by all queries
which lie in the bin . We again use parallel prefix to spread the return
value to the queries and a routing cycle to return them to their original
processors.
We must now describe how the segments are sorted within themselves.
The processor at the left end of a segment can determine this by checking
that it contains a descriptor and its left neighbor either contains a descriptor
with a different first coordinate or a query value. We can then use the prefix
technique of spreading values between markers to give each element in a
segment the value of the left end of that segment. Prepending this value
to the front before sorting the entire machine on the second coordinate will
have the effect of sorting within segments. Shorter quantities to prepend
can be obtained by using a "plus" prefix to enumerate the heads of the
segments, and then spreading this segment number throughout the segment
to be prepended at the next stage.
Finally, let us give the analogous algorithm for searching for query points
in a k-d tree. The only added ingredient in this case over the grid case is that
different segments must be sorted on different coordinates according to the
dimension number specified in the descriptor at the front of the segment.
A descriptor is formed for each node of the k-d tree and is given coordinate
values equal to t he those of the point with minimal coordinates contained in
the hyperrectangle corresponding to the node. In sorting, nodes higher in
the tree are treated as smaller than lower nodes with equal coordinates. On
the ith pass, the queries will be segmented according to the bins determined
by the nodes of the k-d tree at the ith level. Used up parent nodes will end
up at the front of segments and are not included in any further segment
computations. During each stage, the dimension number is spread from
the descriptor at the front of each segment throughout the segment. The
segments are enumerated and the segment number is spread throughout
the segment and prepended to the coordinate of the correct dimension. A
sort is performed to give the segmentation corresponding to the next level
of the k-d tree. When the bottom of the tree is reached, each leaf descriptor
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spreads the desir ed return val ue to the query points in the same segment .
These may t hen be routed hack to their initial posit ions .
Most of the operations we have discussed in this paper may be parallelized in a similar way. Because we sort at each level, the time to perform
th e search on an O(log, N) dept h k-d tree is O((log, N )' ). In this time we
sa tis fy O(N ) queries on an O(N) processor mach ine. In the best of circ umstances, a parallel implement at ion of an O(N) unit neural network wit h
o (log, N) connec t ions per neuron on an 0 (N) processor machine would
take time O(l og2 N) to process a single query. The neural network processors must do a fair amount of floating point arithmetic. The operations we have used are simply and efficient ly impl emented on the one b it
wide Boolean processors used in th e Connecti on Machine [49]. Even assuming that the time per operation is equivalent, we obtain a spee d-up
of 0 (N/ log, N) per query by using the algor it hmic ap proach. In future
machines with 108 processors, this represents a speed-up of over a million.
9.

Con cl u sions

Let us compare the performance of t he k-d tree structures of secti on 3.2
with the learning matrix neural network d iscussed in section 2.5 on th e task
of associative storage and retrieval of one million ent ries, each specified by
a few real coordinates. We motivated this number in sect ion 2.5 as giving
the order of magnitude for human pe rforman ce. To build a k-d tree with 10
ent ries per bucket, will take abou t 17 stages in which each of t he 106 items
is exa mined , or about 108 operations. To access a given element t akes 17
compar isons and a final search through 10 elements. The ne arest neighb or
of a given elemen t is likely t o be in the same bucket or a ne ighboring one,
an d so will only take a few times longer to find.
To do associ ative retrieval wit h a learning mat rix , we must first expand
t he dimension of the representation of each data item using a randomizing
function so t hat th e memories are likely to be linearly indep end ent. As
we discussed in section 2.5, [77} showed that a lear ning matrix requires
a number of units equal to 1.45 t imes the number of memories times the
product of the average number of set bits in an inp ut and an output. References [58,4J show t hat sim ilar networ ks require about seven ti mes as many
complet ely interconn ected units as th ere are memo ries. Let us nonetheless
underes timate the required number of totally inte rconnected ne urons to
store a million memories to be one million. As discussed in section 2.5 such
a network will requi re on the ord er of 1012 ope ra tions to produce an out put
every ti me it is presented wit h an input. T his is to be compared to t he
few hundr ed steps needed by the k-d algorithm. In use, we would expect
t he algorithmic approach to beat the simulation approac h by a factor of at
least a billion . Even if the network is much less than totally interconnected,
one would expect a speed up of over a million .
About 1012 operations are also required to up date the weights according
to a given input and it will also require about 10 12 memory locations to
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store these weights . As we discussed in section 2.4, learning even only a
few items in typical neural networks takes thousands of presentations of
each input. Reference [1281 shows that in at least one example of back
propagation the learning time goes as the 4/3 power of the number of
inputs. Let us underestimate the required number of presentations of each
memory to be of order a thousand. Estimating lOS presentations of each
of the 106 memories, and 1012 operations to update the weights for each

presentation, we obtain a total learning time of 1021 steps . This is 10 13
times longer than the k-d tree algorithm's learning time.
The parallel algorithms which we presented in section 8 speed up the serial algorithms by a facto r of N/log, N by using N processors (though more
sophisticated algorithms may be able to achieve a factor of N speedup) .
Parall el hardware to simulate a neural network can at best achieve the optimal spe ed up of a factor of N with N processors . On a parallel machine
with one million processors, the above comparison is therefore only weakened by a factor of log: 106 = 20. Parallel digital hardware to simulate a
neural network could be sped up by a factor of ten million if it were used to
implement one of the parallel algorithms instead . Notice that we have not
even taken into account the fact that the floating point network simulation
is likely to require more hardware per processor than the simple operations
used in the algorithmic approach.
Why are the algorithms so much faster than the networks? Both of
them work by effectively partitioning up the input space and causing desired
outputs to be produced on inputs in each partition. The neural networks
must evaluate the activity of every neuron and must consider the effect of
every weight each time they are presented with an input. The algorithmic
approach only looks at those stored values along a path of logarithmic
depth. In learning, the networks update each and every weight on every
input. The data structures only modify the parameters of those regions
which are relevant in determining the output on the given input .
This same reasoning about performance appears to apply equally well to
modules implementing behaviors from each of the four categories we have
discussed . For behaviors more complex than associative memory, however,
it is not as clear exactly what functions neural networks are actually computing. It would be of great interest to compare both the computational
and cognitive performance of neural network implement ations of systems
like NETtaik [120J with their algorithmic counterparts. Even if digital simulations of neural networks are not as cost-effective as the corresponding
algorithmic systems, their study is important both for the understanding
of biological systems and possibly for future technologies based on components with different tradeoff's than current digital ones. IT an inexpensive
analog technology is found that can directly implement the neural network
operations, then this argument might be significantly weakened.
Let us conclude with a somewhat speculative estimate how far current
computers are from the human brain under the assumption that the algorithms used by the brain can also be sped up by the factor 10". Assume
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there are an average of lOs synapses per neuron and that there are 1012
neurons, each with an average firing rate of 100 spikes pe r second. Let
us further assume t hat the effective computation done at a synapse during each potential firing period is equivalent to a 32 bit operation on a
modern computer. The brain's computation rate is then equivalent to 10 11
ins t ru ctions p er second. With a 10 9 algorithmic speedup, we would only
need a 100 MIP (million instructions per second) machine. T his level of
performance should become quite common in the next few years.
10.
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